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from the shippers with whom they
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SECOND DRAFT
TO CALL

800,000

TROOPS WILL TAKE
FRONT DURING
THE PRESENT YEAR.

OVER VAST

Full Sovereignty and Independence by
American Assistance in Driving

AMERICANS LANDED BY FRENCH

Out Teutonic Invaders.

ON CROPS
FARMERS WORKING
WILL BE PUT IN DEFERRED
CLASS UNTIL HARVEST.

vie.
thousand
Ninety-fivWashington.
wore men were ordered by the War
Department to prepare for imliirl ion
Into trailing eanips. The movement
will start March 2!t anil continue five
da'R. The order calls troops from
every Mato in the I'nion, except Iowa
It includes men reHnd Minnesota.
maining from Ihe first draft and those
I'abie to call in the second.
The falls will be in part dependent
on pending legislation in Congress. As
now arranged the draft is considered
by (ien. Crowder as select ivc." ami
is working the least possible disruption to Industry and agriculture.
The apportionment bj stales folI'nlcin Ni;vvi Kei

Newnpalirt

low.;
Ar-

Arizona, MS;
Alabama. ,ti:i
kansas, 1,541; California. 1.74."; Colorado, XI", Conuecticut, ;:: Delaware,
;(iiK;
District of Coluntbi.i. I"'-- ';
2,.MH!;
(lecitia. ri.MJ.".; Idaho,
Illinois, l.ioil; Indiana, L'.UTT Kansas.
r.87 Kentu-li.v- ,
i,t;,M, Louisiana, :i,."7:i;
4

I'lor-ida-

,

;

:

.Varyland. :iSJ MassachuMichigan, r.,r,.".S : Mississetts,
Missouri, l.ITu; Montana,
sippi,
r,ir
Nebraska. ! ."".ft : Nevada, 72; New
Hampshire, 21:!; New Jersey, 1,27.".:
New Mexico, 127: New York. 12.2SS;
North Carolina. 5.174: North Dakola.
Maine,

:;ti;

Oklahoma, .Vis
7.S2S;
Oregon, Htlfi; I'ennsylvania,
Rhode Island, IM'l; South Carolina,
34S; South Dakota, 22C; Tennessee,
2,75::; Texas, :i,!'i:i; 1'tah, 247;
15t; Virginia, 2.17S; Washington, fi.'IX; West Virginia, l.nil; Wis. l.'M.
consin, 2,214; Wyoinin:-The War Department is prepared to
supply clothing and other equipment
Immediately for all the men lo be
called out. Ample stores of summer
outfits for the entire army are on
hand. Huge stocks are available both
here and abroad.
An illustration of the progress made
with clothing stores lies in the fuel
that every man sent abroad is
equipped with a complete new outfit
before he boards the transport.
Eight hundred thousand men, the
"second draft," will he Ihe
national quota to be fed into the military mill in small groups from week
to week or month to month as needed.
according to official announcement
This vast number will be divided into
slute quotas and with certain excepto
tions it will be drawn from Class
make replacements In existing units,
and to furnish the needed supporting
regiments for the present army. Ten
thousand young men -- skilled artisans
some of whom may not be in Class
1, have been asked of the states already by Provost Marshal General
Crowder, and in.imii other young men
will be summoned this summer, to go
to technical training schools for special fitting.
Agriculturists will be
given deferred rating.
2.(147

;

Ohio,

tj.'.i.'.r,

;

,

I

Ni"ipt

I'lllon Neft Ser

BRAVERY

lr.

Washington, March 12. On the eve
of the gathering at Moscow of the
Itiissiau congress of sovlnts, which is
to pass judgment on Ihe (lertiian-madpeace accepted by the Holsheviki at
President Wilson sent a
message of sympathy to the Russian
people through the congress, with a
pledge that the I'nited States will
avail Itself of every opportunity to
aid them in driving out autocracy and
restoring Hussia to Iter place in Ihe
world with complete sovereignty and
independence.
The I'nited Slates now recognizes
no government in Uussia, lint the President cabled his messuge to the American consul at Moscow for delivery to
lite congress, which is made up of soldiers' and workmen's representatives
and speaks for at least a considerable
part of the Itussian people.
Thus, in his first formal word to
Hussia since the revolution lorn country, under the leadership of lite
'viki deserted Ihe allied ause, the
President indicates the purpose of the
I'nited States to disregard the hard
tonus upon which the (Ierman and
Austrian war lords have promised
peace to the Russians, and to demand
an accounting upon a very different
basis when victory at last shall be
achieved by America and the allies.
Kollow lug is Ihe message:
not lake advantage of Ihe
'May
meeting of tile congress of the Soviets
to express the sincere sympathy which
the people of the I'nited Slides feel
for lie Itussian people at Ibis mo
inent, when the (ierman power lias
been thrust in to interrupt and turn
back the whole struggle for freedom
and substitute Ihe wishes of Germany
for the purpose of the people of Hussia
Although the government of the
I'nited States is, unhappily, not now
In a position lo render the direct and
effective aid it would wish to render,
I
beg to assure the people of Itussla
through the congress that it will avail
itself of every opportunity to secure
for Uussia once more complete sovereignty and independence in her own
affairs and full restoration to her
great role in the life of Kurope and
The whole heart
Hie modern world.
of the people of the Cnited States is
with the people of Russia in the attempt lo free themselves forever from
autocratic government and become
the masters of their own life.
"WOODItOW
WILSON."
The President does not urge the
Soviets to reject the peace treaty,
though the delivery of his messuge at
this time may be interpreted as suggesting such a course.
Coming at the time it does, the President's message may serve to lessen
misgivings in Hussia over the proposed intervention by Japan In SiHoi-s-

beria.
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Baker Welcomed in France.
The French
Paris.
newspapers
Kite great prominence to the visit to
Paris of Newton D. Baker, American
secretary of war.

ft

4

to

BRITISH

ad-

Dalerose Ranchman Killed.
Disloyal Sergeant Given Thirty Years.
Trinidad. Colo The mother of Mrs. Ayer, Mass. William Nimke of
tamond D. Williams and her
Conn, a sergeant in Company
daughter were brought to Trinidad F, Three Hundred and First engineers,
for interrogation. They are suspected at Camp Devens, was given a thirty-yea- r
sentence for unpatriotic
of having knowledge as to who killed
Williams at his ranch near Dalerose.
He was tried by a general
l
Feb. S.
Submarine Sinks Unarmed Schooner.
Admiral Chen Slain by Assassin.
London. The unarmed Irish
Peking. Admiral Chen
er Nanny Wlgnall was torpedoed and
asannk by a submarine. The submarine former minister of the navy, was
helled survivors who were picking np sassinated at Canton. The assassin
escaped.
their comrade from the sea.
utter-aace-

Rome. Austrian troops which apparently were making an attempt to
cross the river Piave were prevented
from doing so by the Italian batteries
which sunk rafts and boats in the
river opposite Fagare.
Naples was attacked by enemy avi1
ators early Monday morning. Twenty
BERLIN
bombs were dropped in a residential
The victims included seven
to ttie quarter.
mI.v r prelimlnarj
(iermnny's occupation of Aland Islancis
seizure of Finland, according to Stockholm dispatches, which Rtnte, iiImj, Ciut occupants of a hospital.
Tl.v oiap shows the
American and French soldiers, operfeeling In Sweden over the development Is Intense.
The shaded ating together In Lorraine have conAland islands and their proximity to both Finland find Sweden.
ducted successful raids on
territory in Russia Indicates the extent of tile Germnn invasion.
sectors, demolishing German
trenches at three points to the width
SLAVS
WILL
AID
JAPAN
of 100 meters and deplh of :!"() meters.
OHIO
The Amsterdam Weser Zeitung of
Bremen says Ihe majority parties of
RUSSIANS
AWAIT LANDING OF the Reichstag intend to insist upon
TROOPS TO ENTER SIBERIA.
complete learness regarding status of
the former Russian border states be-- '
fore ratification of the peace treaty
MANY
INJURED Prince Lvoff Has Constituted New with Russia.
KILLED AND
Russian Government With HeadWHEN STORM SWEEPS PATH
quarters at Peking.
Stockholm, March 12. Heavy fightFOURTH MILE WIDE.
ing is continuing in Finland between
the Finnish White Guard and the.
Western
riilun News S?nlrp.
Russian Red Guard troops, according
11.
March
The
Pravda, to an official statement issued at
Pelrograd,
THEATER WALL FALLS orgun
of Ihe Holsheviki, prints a disVasa.
Violent encounters are reportfrom
Irkutsk
which
says:
patch
ed on the Satakunta and Savalako
of
of
the
"The
council
Is pro
:nlniste:s of revolutionary
TEN CHILDREN AND TWO ADULTS
Russia, fronts. Sanguinary fighting
Prince Lvoff, has constituted in the ceeding by day and by night, without
PERISH AND 53 HURT AT
far East a now Huffian government interruption at Ahvola, in Karelia.
WINCHESTER, KY.
which at present has Its seat at Pe- The statement announces that the
enormous losses in
king, and which is awaiting the land- Russians, despite
the Ahvola fighting, kept continually
ing ivf Japanese troopj at Vladivostok
Tiffin, Ohio, March 11. A tornado n order to enter Siberian territory throwing fresh forces into the fray.
viaited the west and middle portions .villi them. Telegraphic communicaof Seneca county early Sunday morn- tion between Vladivostok and Irkutsk
German
Washington, March 11.
ing, causing thousands of dollars' is interrupted. The soviet of Vladivos- troops in their attack on Lorraine on
worth of damage. Many buildings here tok is mobilizing its forces for resist- the night of March 4 twice gained a
were carried from their foundations ance and is "orming a Red army."
footing in the American trenches, only
and set down in adjacent fields.
to be driven out In fierce fighting. An
It is reported from Irkutsk that the official dispatch from France giving
Lima, Ohio, March 11. Five persons Bolsheviki have ordered all workers the French view of the encounter said
are known lo be dead, several others in Siberia to mobilize for service at the Americans showed a "rare quality
are reported killed, scores are injured, the front. The bourgeoisie have been of courage, self possession and calm
scores of homes were completely or instructed to build defenses or to bravery which won them the admira
partially demolished and hundreds of work In towns In support of the mobi- tion of the neighboring French troops
barns and outbuildings were razed lized workers.
and the hearty congratulations of the
by the tornado which traveled across
French high command."
northwestern Ohio Saturday evening. AMERICANS SLAIN IN HUN RAID
The American army has lost 958
Kstimates of property damage range
men in France and 5,761! men iu the
of
Author
Home
the
Fires
"Keep
from $1,000,000 to $5,000,000.
United States In the last seven
Burning" Among Twelve Killed.
No serious damage was done In any
months.
Finland
Continues.
Fight
of the larger cities. Most of the deTen or twelve squadrons of bomb-- :
London, March 12. The bodies of
struction was in country districts. The
ing
aeroplanes participated in the Ger-- j
tornado bean In Van Wert county, on Mrs. Lena Guilbert Ford, an American man raid on Paris,
to offi-- ;
the
state line, and then poet, and her son about so years old, eial information. Theaccording
casualties were
traveled in a northeasterly direction. were discovered in the wreckage of a thirteen killed and
fifty persons
Towns suffering the most were Van house destroyed in the German air wounded. One of the raiding machines
In
raid
last
this
house
week.
twelve
Lima,
Wert, Middlepoint, Convoy,
'was destroyed.
were killed.
Deshler, llamler, Continental, Ottawa, persons
Newton D. Uaker, the American secKindlay,
Napoleon, llolgate, Miller
Mrs. Ford formerly lived in Elmira, retary of war, with a staff of seven
City and Tiffin.
N. Y. She was the author of "Keep persons, arrived at a French seaport
the Home Fires Burning," one of the on an American armored cruiser.
Findlay, Ohio. Damage estimated most
popular of the English war songs.
Peking reports that government
at $200,000 was done In Hancock counShe had made her home recently with troops have suffered a severe reverse
ty when the tornado swept through
her son, Walter, in the northwestern through the capture of Chengtu.
here.
section of London. Her mother, Mrs.
German attacks failed in the Bois
Van Wert, Ohio. Four persons are Brown of Elmira, was extricated on Le Petre Reiilon and Letricourt secknow n to be dead, several are in a lo Friday from the wreckage of the bouse tors, according to the Paris official
instatement issued by the war office.
cal hospital more or less seriously in and taken to a hospital seriously
and fifty jured. The Ford home and five adBritish official communications say
jured, between twenty-fivfarm homes are completely or partly jacent house were wrecked by a bomb. the British have occupied Hit, eighty
demolished, and scores of barns and
miles west of Bagdad, on the EuFRANK MULLIGAN FOUND GUILTY
outbuildings were blown down by the
phrates river in Mesopotamia, and in
tornado which swept this county Sat
Convicted on Charge of Complicity in Palestine have made a general advance on both sides of the Jerusalem-Nabluurday evening.
Robbery.
The financial loss In the county is
road on a front of thirteen
Colo.
Adams
The
Brighton,
county miles to an average depth of from two
estimated at from $500,000 to $1,000,-000a
returned
verdict
for
convicting
to three miles.
The tornado first struck at Mid- jury
mer Denver City Detective Frank H.
dlehurg, traveling northeast across
of
the
charge of complicity
Rome, March 9. Austrian troops
Harrison, Pleasant and Union town Mulligan
in the boldup and robbery of Mrs,
have
been sent to France, the Prusships.
Harry T. Nolan and the Rev. Father sian minister of war announced in the
Garrett J. Burke in he Model road
Winchester,
Ky. Twelve persons
Reichstag, according to advices re2
were killed, ten of whom were chil house early in the morning of Jan.
ceived from Berne. He refused to
give the number.
dren, twenty-threpersons so severely
Urges Japan to Rush Troops.
injured it was found necessaryto re
London.
Lord Robert Cecil, minis
move them to the Clark county hos- ter of blockade, in a statement,
London. For the first week of
pointpital, and about thirty others less se ed out the seriousness of the German March, British casualties were 3,343,
riously hurt here when the walls of a menace in Siberia and urged Japanese the lowest of any week for several
burned building adjoining a moving intervention there.
months.
Eleven persons were
London.
picture theater collapsed, crushing in
Rumanian Treaty Signed.
its roof.
killed and forty-siothers injured
Loudon. March 11. Rumania has Thursday night in an aeroplane raid on
Canadian Parliament Meets March 18. broken off peace negotiations with London, according to the latest police
Ottawa. The first session of Parlia Germany, but has "concluded peace reports, says an official announcement
ment under the new government has with Russia," according to a Petro It is feared six more bodies are in the
been celled for Monday, March 18.
ruins of houses.
grad official wireless received here.

J

York. Morris Goldberg, a
Coney Island hotel proprietor, while
selling coal to the poor at cost, was
arrested on the charge of obstructSentence was susing the street.
pended.
Coney Island's poor and there are
many of them was able to buy coal
from Goldberg at SO cents a hundredweight. This is ten cents less than
the price fixed by the fuel administrator.
Goldberg obtained 41 tons of coal
immediately after he decided to do
what he could for the Coney Island
poor.
Men, women and children, with lings,
baskets, baby carriages and sleds, lined
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Russian revolutionary

would cause trouble.

White Sox Veteran McCormick Dies.
McCormick,
Patcrson, N. J. Jim
veteran pitcher of the Chicago White
Sox, died in St. Joseph's hospital here.
of Billy Sunday and
He was
old Silver Flint. McCormick was more
than CO years of age.
team-mat-

e

Chinese Bandits Rob U. S. Engineers.
Peking. Two American engineers.
Nyl and Purcell, have been robbed and
captured by bandits near Yehsien, in
leaders if they the province of Honan. A Chinese assistant also was taken prisoner.

Germans Shoot or Hang 200 Russians.
Germans
shot and
Petrograd.
hanged 200 Russian citizens at Yurieff
without mercy, refugees from Estho-nireported to Smolny institute.
Women's and children's bodies were
thrown in the river, they said.

Bolshevik Chiefs Free Grand Duke.
Petrograd. It is stated in the news
papers that the Bolshevik government
has granted complete freedom to
Grand Duke Michael Alexandrovitch,
who has been under arrest at his
home. Emperor Nicholas, on abdicating, designated him as regent.

Want Steel Prices Stabilized.
Steel manufacturers
Washington.
have asked the government to fix
prices on all products entering into
the manufacture of steel, in order that
the price for steel may be stabilized.

Jury Finds Allison Not Guilty.
Denver. The Jury In the case ot
Deputy Sheriff Allison, accused of the
murder of Mi's. Margaret Manning, returned a verdict finding him not
guilty.

a

Union Newa Scrvlct.

DENVER

MARKETS.

Cattle.
Fat steers, cb. to prime... $12.30(3114.00
Put steers, good to choice, 11.75 12.50
fat stecra, fair to good..., 10.50 11.60
(.50 10.60
Htlfera, prime
.75
(.00
Cowl, fat, good to choice.,
a.00
(.00
Cows, fat, fair to good . . ,
6 60
7.76
Cowa, common to Fair
14.00
12.00
Veal calves
Bulls
7.25$ 9.110
50 10.75
Feeders, good to choice.... 8.504H
8.25
Feeders, fall- to good
8.50
Feeders, common to fair.., 7.50(f 10.50
9.00
Ktockera, good to choice...
a. 00
g.t5
mockers, fair to good
,

.

Good bona

17.35

116.80

Lambs, light
Uinba, heavy
iiwes
Wethers
II A V AND

Sheep.

$15.6016.50
14.00411 15.25
11.00012.00

13.0014.25
12.0012.50

Yem-UuB-

GHAI.V

(F. O. B. Denver,

HAIIKB'I

Carload Price.

liar.

Buying Prices per Ton.
22.006 23.00
per ton
Neor. upland,
20.00
per ton
upland,
Prairie hay (new
crop),
Colo, and Nbr per ton.. 18.00 10.00
23.00SJ 24.00
Tlmothv. uei- tern
Alfalta (new crop) per ton 20.00 22.00
South Park, per
24.00& 25.00
ton
Uunnison Valley, per ton.. .21.00W 23.00
7.00
6.00
fatiaw. per iOM
Ursln.
.2.00
Oats, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying.
.2.00
Colo., oats, built, buying
.3.38
torn chop, sack, selling ....
Corn in sack,
.:.Jb
selling aullinir.
UlUtell Fueri Bu,.bl
.3.22
Bran, Colo., per 100 'lbs., selling 1 .77 W
Curb,

DHBSSUD I'OUI.THY.

Live Tuultry.
(Prices net r'.O.B. Denver.) 18
15
Hoosteis, lb
21
u ii
Young
26 (y30
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
Ducks, young
(125
,.,..23
Ueese
16 u 20
Hi

c

e

Wutern Newapapcr

Less 10 per cent commission.
32 (84
Turkeys, lancy d. p
24 S2
Turkeys, old tenia
20
J22
choice
Turkeys,
4 SO
27
Ducks, young
Gi ese
de 27
15
Ituoaters
WIS

DESTR0YST0WNS

e

QUOTATIONS

THur.

CYCLONE IN

Nolan-Burk-

MARKET

Hungarian patent, S8 lbs. sacked,
subject to discount

widely-separate-

court-martia-

Pih-Kua-

HIT

Paris, March 12. Newton D. Baker,
the American secretary of war, arrived
in Paris. He was received by General
Pershing, Gen. Tasker H. Bliss, the
American chief of staff; French officers representing Premier Clemenceau
The secreand Ambassador Sharp.
tary's voyage was without incident.

Mrs. De Saulles Gets Son.
Japan Welcomes Aid of China.
lxindon. Japan, according to a disNew York. Mrs. Blanca Krrazlz De
to the Daily
Saulles, the Chilean heiress, who was patch from Tlen-Tsiacquitted of the murder of her hus- Mail, is reported to have intimated
band. John L. De Saulles, one time that she would welcome Chinese coYale athlete, was by court decree operation in the event that extreme
made legal guardian of their son Jack. measures were necessary in Siberia,
thus desiring to demonstrate her unselOil Men Aid Fuel Administration.
fishness. The Chinese government. It
Washington. Oil well supply men is added, is said to have obtained docucame here from all parts of the coun- mentary proof that the Germans have
try to confer on a plan of cooperation made definite offers of assistance to

with the old division of the fuel
ministration.

OCCUPY

SECRETARY BAKER ARRIVES AT
FRENCH SEAPORT ON AMERICAN ARMORED CRUISER.

Urest-Litovs-

Slayers' Gang Placed in Jail.
(Ilobe, Ariz. Tom Sisson and John
anil Tom Powers were taken into
Suflord, Ariz., in automobiles, secretly and under heavy guard. They were
placed in the county jail, where they
will be held until It is determined
whether they will lie charged with
murder under the slate or federal
laws. They are the slayers of Sheriff
Frank Mcllrlde and his deputies, Mark
Kempton and Kane Woman. If they
Dillon Named Redmond's Successor. are tried under the stale
laws, the
Ixmrinn. John Dillon, member of
punishment act in Arizona
Parliament for Hast Mayo, was unani- will save them from the gallows.
mously elected chairman of the Nationalist party, succeeding the late
Yaqui Indians Kill Mexicans.
John Redmond. The motion In elect
Juarez. Delayed news of a revolt
Mr. Dillon was made by Joseph Devlin.
among the Yaqui Indians in the federal army of Sonora was received
U. S. IN THREE RAIDS AT TOUL.
here. The revolt occurred at La Mesa,
Sonora, when 700 Indian troops joined
Thirty-fou- r
Killed and Seventy-NinIhe Vaquis, who are on I lie warpath
in Air Raid on Paris.
in that state.
Fourteen Mexican offiParis, March I:: An American de- cers who attempted to stop the revolt
tachment In the Woevre region has were killed.
successfully carried out a surprise atGrain in Farmers Hands March 1.
tack on Ihe (ierman tenches south of
In
fanners'
Washington. (jrutn
Richec.ourt,
says the French official
hands on March I as announced by
communication.
American troops east of l.uneville the Department of Agriculture was:
again raided German positions, and an- Corn 1,292,9lfi.iMj( bushels, or 40.9 per
other party entered (ierman trenches cent of the 1917 crop: wheat. 111,272,-onoats,
bushels, or 17.1 per cent;
along the Toiil.
Thirty lour persons were killed and r95,19ri.nOO bushels, or :17.5 per cent;
seventy nine others were injured in barley, 43.4i4.iH0 bushe ls, or L'd.g per
Paris and its suburbs as a result of cent.
In
Monday night's German air raid.
War Session of Arizona Legislature.
addition to t lie bomb victims, sixty six
were suffocated
Phoenix. Ariz. Governor Hunt anpersons
through
nounced the calling or a special sescrowding in a panic into a metropolitan railway entrance to take refuge sion of the Ahzoiih Legislature at a
from the raiders. These were for lh" date to lie later fixed, probably in
most part women and children. Of Ihe June.
were killed
bomb victims, Iwenty-ninFormer Cabinet Member Dies.
and fifty injured in Paris and five
killed and twenty-ninUo'don.
injured in the
George von I.. Meyer, forsuburbs. The Germans lost four
mer cabinet member and diplomat,
in the raid. Nine squadrons died at his home here Saturday night
took part in the attack.
after an illnes3 of neveral weeks.
House Commends Work of Navy.
Washington. The directions and activities of the navy in the war drew
the highest praise from the House
committee which recently completed
an investigation of naval affairs. The
navy's work for the twelve months
past, it was declared, presents a record of remarkable achievement.

l

Arrested While Selling Coal to
Coney Island's Poor at
Cost Price.
New

OF
QUALITY
UNDER FIRE.

RARE

FOR

LATE

NABBED BY POLICE

FOE IN LORRAINE

Wffnlem

95.000T0G0MARCH29

GOOD SAMARITAN

U.S. TROOPS OUST

PRESIDENT WILSON PLEDGES
AID TO RESTORE RUSSIA.

BY

AMERICAN

Western

WHERE THE HUNS THREATEN FINLAND

MESSAGE TO SOVIETS

Ksks.
Lkbs, graded No. 1 net, F
O. B. Denver
No. 2 net,
Eggs,
graded
C). It
llMt.VO,.
cases,

Became the "Good Samaritan of Coney
Island."
up each day in front of Goldberg's
hotel and each was permitted to buy
a minimum of 10 pounds.
Goldherg goon became the "Good
Samaritan of Coney Island." He did
not deny bis guilt. He said he was
actuated only through sympathy and
did not make one cent of profit.
He says he will not resume his
charitable work until he receives an
apology from the police commissioner.
Meanwhile the misery of the Coney
Island poor increases.
wwaJHUHra'ika'A

A A AA

A

AA

Awwa:tkTj
HUSBAND DECEIVED INTO J

t THINKING

HE WAS FATHER

Kiuimer
Alfred
Chicago.
loved the
boy noil
hnby girl In his home mid be- A
lloved he was their father.
few days after his wife's disup- 111
lieiti liner lie luuu liic uuu.v
to a foundling home nnd learned thnt his wife had taken the
girl from the home shortly after It was born.
Luter, when he took the boy
'to the home, he learned that his
wife had also deceived him
about the second child. Now he
is preparing adoption papers.

J

four-year-o-

J

j

lliiller.
Creameries, ex. 1st grcl., lb.. 46
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb... 43
Process
32
Packing stuck (net)
Krnlt.
Apples, Colo., new fancy, box.

047
Ul

eitettihlrs.

Beans, Navy, cwl
Beans, Plnlo, cwl
Beans, i.iniu, lb
Beels. Culu., cwl...
Colo
Cabbage, cwt
Carrots,
Cauliflower, lb
Onions, table, doz.
Potatoes, cwt
Tomatoes, 11. 11.. lb.
Turnips, Culu., cwt..

l.OOSi

IllDUS

.12.00
.
.
.
.
.

la
.15
1.50 Ill)
2.00 a
1.50 rui
.12Vj
.25
1.50
.104
1.70
i.OO

Way-stut-

MEN

14.
8.
1.

z.
2.

I'libTS.
Ury Hides,

23
Flint, butcher, lb
21
Flint, fallen, lb.
12
Flint bull and stug,lb.
12
Flint, culls and blue,3c lb
lb. less.
Salt hides. 2c lo
Hoise hides 12 to 23 price of greet
salted.

reen United 1'ured Hides, ele.
Over 40 lbs., lb.
Under 40 lbs., lb
cllue hides and skins
Bull and stag
Part cured, lc less.
lireeti, 3c less tliuu cured.
I'Mlf ami Klu, (ireen Malted.

Calfskin, lb

202214
12(17.

Kuch.

l.OOto 1.25
50
.70
.11
5 110 U' 6. 00
4.00(1115.00

2.50(u3.00
00 'It .60

(ireen .Sailed Tells.
Each.
Lamb and sheep
$ r,0' ;..'.o
Uii .40
Spring lambs
iniip .it
Shearlitig
Dry Flint Pelts.
33
Wool pells
28
Hhort wool pelts
20
Butcher shearlings, No. 1
No. 2 murlan shearlings
10
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
MISCkSLLANKOUS

Minneapolis, Minn. Skeletons of
a
seven Indians were discovered in
by members of boy scout troop
No. 83 while they were digging n hole
to erect a flagpole on the crest of Bald
hill. They were bones of a man, a
woman and five children. With the
exception of the skulls, the bones were
badly crumbled.
Arrow heads were also found. Scout
Junior B. Buck has been awarded the
credit of making the discovery.
It confirms the old legend, accord
ing to the members of the troop, that,
Bald hill .was the scene of a tremendous Indian battle many years ago. It
is also considered probable that the
entire hill Is honeycombed with Indian
graves.
If permission can be secured, the
members of the troop will conduct a
systematic search of the hill next
spring, unless a regular archaeological
expedition takes charge of the Investigation.

2.50
3.00

AMI)

Horse, No. 1
Horse, No. 2
Gluu and liuiiy
Colt

Unearth Bones of Redskin
Family.

44

41
to 33

Pears, Colo

Deacons
flunks
brunded

Boy Scouts Digging Hole for Flag Pole

ARRESTS TWO

.20

$.000.25

Kip, lb

UNO SKELETONS OF INDIANS

WOMAN

less commission

.33

MARKETS.

Metal Market Prices.
New York. Lead, 17.37 14 tjt 7.50.
Bast St. Louis delivery, $7.60
Spelter
fa 7.62 H.
Har
86c.
silver,
'
Copper. $23.12i,i.
concen
Boulder.
Colo. Tungsten
trates, 60 per cent, $20,001)22.50 per
unit; crude ores, 60 per cent, $22.0oi
26.00; 25 per cent, $12.00812.50; 10 per
cent, $9.401 12.20.
faraln la Minneapolis.
Minneapolis.
Barley $2.02 2.37
Bye $2.94 a 2.96.
Bran $32.98.
Corn No. 3 yellow, f 1.8001.8..
Oats No. 3 white, 92 (if 93 Vic.

Flax

$4.26

4.31.

Live Stork (tuotatloes.
Hobs Bulk. $16.60 17.40;
Chicago.
light. $17.0017.80; mixed, $16 2.', i
17.60;
$15.75
17.00;
heavy.
rough.
$1.1. 7.r,'u 16.00; pigs, 113. 50'U' 17.30.
Cattle NatWe steers, $8.60(814.00;
Blockers and feeders, $7.70(5'11.2.: cows
and heifers, $6.6011.76; calves, $8.76 ft
14.50.
Sheep Sheep, $10.7613.75; lambs,
4.20 18.00.
Cfclraaco

$1

rw York Cotton Prices.

New York.
March. 32.20;

Cotton
Middling. .13.25.
May, 31.74; Julv. 31.20;
December, 29.74.
Linseed.
Duliith. Minn. Linseed $4.22&4.31 ;
bid. Oct-$3.- 74
May, $4.26 bid; July, $4.23
bid.

October,

29.94:

They Decide to Fight, and Finally
Land in Hospital and Later
Four U. S. Soldiers Slain in Action.
Butter, Hants and Potatoes.
in Jail.
Butter
Chicago.
Creamery, 43
General
Pershing's
Washington.
45 He
casualty report shows four privates
Firsts.
Eggs
34i4c;
ordinarv
14j
Francisco.
San
humiliated
Deeply
at mark, cases includrirsts,
killed in action; four severely wound33r3mic;
34
3,",
when Policewoman Katherine El
ed,
four
twenty-oned;
slightly wounded;
Potatoes Winconsin, Michigan and
attempted to arrest them for credied of wounds and eight of disease
Minnesota, bulk, $1.25(g 1.30; do sacks.
a
Modest
and
Frank
disturbance.
ating
$1.3011.3.",.
causes.
and four from other
McDonald, brothers, decided to fight.
Roosters Young, $8c.
They finally landed in a hospital and
Former Senator Stephenson III.
Kanann City Produce.
later In jail. Both are charged with
Former United assault with
Marinette, Wis.
Kansas
Intent to commit murder. 45c;
city. Butter Creamery,
43c; seconds, 42c; packing.
States Senator Isaac Stephenson of
first,
Although badly mauled. Officer
Wisconsin is ill at his home here.
succeeded In bagging both prisEggs Firsts. 32 c
Senator Stephenson is approaching the oners unassisted.
Poultry Roosters, 18c; broilers, 24
89
Ik,
of
age
years.
'
Provision Prices.
cip-,:- "
Had Hit Money Marked.
Corn No. 3 yellow 11 ' 71
Chicago.
French Decorate U. S. Relief Leaders.
Long Island City, N. Y. Tony Paul-te1.76; No. 4 yellow. $1,654? 1.72
S
Oats No.
white, t44C.S4c'
a laborer, Is a wise man. He knew tandard.
Paris. Maj. James R. Barbour of
44tT5Hc
the American Red Cross and Ralph every bill In his $140 roll by sight
Rye No. 1, $2,906 2.91.
Alfonso Maldarkis, a fellow laborer,
Barley $1.80 ca 2.43.
Preston of the American relief clear$5,006 8.00.
Timothy 128.00
ing house have been decorated with was arrested charged with stealing
Clover
31.00.
Lard $24,006 24.50
the legion of honor by the French gov- Tony's sayings. In his clothes were
Ribs $24.00 6 25.60.
found $140 in bills. Tony proceeded
ernment.
Price ml Sugar.
to describe every bill in the bundle.
New
Y'ork.
Sugar Centrifugal.
Spanish Cabinet Again Quits Office. He had made a secret mark on each.
.006; cut loaf. .S6; crushed. $.70.
Madrid. The Spanish cabinet reGeorge von 1 Meyer, former cabiLittle Girl Turning to Bono.
cently constructed by the Marquis de
net member and diplomat, died at his
Philadelphia, Pa. A girl nine years home In BoRton
Albucemas, who In addition to being
Saturday night after
the premier, held the portfolio of for old of Wilmington, Del, is slowly turn- an illness of
several year.
ing to bone in the Jefferson hospital.
eign affairs, has resigned.
sen-ha- rt

e

rt

-
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SNOWBOUND "SOMEWHERE

IN FRANCE"

the draft will be poor. If there Is any
doubt in the owner's mind about the
risk of fire from Ills chimney, the advice of an architect should be followed.
This procedure may save the owner
expense In the future and reduce the
possibility of fire to a minimum.
The accompanying
cottage
Is most substantially built, and'ls esIn
pecially safe
regnrd to both fire
hazards and (he penetration of cold
and wind. Concrete blocks with rough
stone face are used for the front porch,
foundation walls, and chimneys, giving an appearance of solidity that is
very satisfying.
This Is a very sensible bungalow deThere is nothing about It to
sign.
run Into money, but Is kept simple,
straight-forwarand good to look at.
A large living room
with ndjoinlng
front bedroom occupy the front of the
bouse. Then comes the dining room,
kitchen, two bedrooms and adjacent
bathroom.
Above there Is a good attic spnee
that can be utilized In many ways.
The cellar way opens from the rear
hall near the kitchen door, which
makes it very convenient.
This house is the type that Is so
popular in ninny city suburbs. It goes
lot.
nicely on it

HOME GREATEST
OF INSTITUTIONS

six-roo-

Matter That Should Be First'
the Thoughts of Every

in

Citizen.
PALACE

AND COTTAGE

ALIKE

Main Point Is That Dwelling Should
Be Well and Substantially Built

Sensible Design for House
Is That Shown Here.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advii-FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to th
subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
is, without doubt, the highest authority
on all these subjects. Address all
inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 1S27 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, 111., and only enclose
mree-cestamp for reply.

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
I have always been a believer In FOOD VALUE OF CHOCOLATE
home building us a potent factor In
making food citizens, and I admire Important Fact to Which It Would
the man who is willing to deny himSeem Too Little Attention Has
self a little of the reudy spending
Hitherto Been Given.
OWNER HELD LIABLE
money as he goes along and puts It
into a permanent home for himself
In the recommendation for food conFOR
servation nt home one article has been
OF MOTOR aud his loved ones.
The home Is the greatest of Ameri- considerably ignored. This fact Is the
can institutions and the one on which more surprising because of the article's
all the rest are biiilded.
recognized value as a campaign and
Gist of Important Case Decided
By home I do not mean necessarily outdoor fond. Frederic (', Fenger, In
an
Some Years Ago.
expensive, elaborate dwelling. The the account of his cruise, "Alone in
humble cottage is just as truly o the Caribbean," gives an Interesting
home, and represents Just as much quotation from i'erc Labnt, the old
If He Is Occupant of Vehicle He Is courage and devotion on the part of French missionary to Martinique nt the
him
who planned Its building and enr-rie- d end of the seventeenth century: "As
Held by Court to Have Permitted
the payments through to final for me, I stand by the advice of the
Violation Operator Is Usual,
possession.
Spanish doctors who ngreu that there
ly Punished.
The point I want to make is this, is more nourishment in one ounce of
Few automobile owners know or that even the small dwelling, the cot- chocolate than In half a pound of beef."
realize that If they are driving and their tage, should be well and substantially As Labnt was n genuine Parisian, his
driver should overspeed their car tbey built If it Is to lie the source of sat- opinion of food is to be trusted. It
isfaction that rosy dreams had pic- may be noted, also, that the chocolate
may be charged with overspeeding or tured.
was sweetened with ' brown sirupy su
operating unlawfully as well as the
When building, don't put up a gar."
During the Boer war it was
driver himself.
This liability exists because it Is pre- shoddy makeshift that the winds will Queen Victoria who made chocolate
whistle through; nor u carelessly built famous, so to speak, by sending to the
sumed, says the New England Motorin the ma- tiretrap that will easily burn down British troops quantities of the sweet
ist, on account of his

An Idea of the difficulties of transportation In the snowbound sections
of France Is given by this photograph of a British motorlorry stalled in the
Impassable road leading to the front.

STARTING

MOTOR

SPEED

IN AN EMERGENCY
Method
(

Devised

for Producing

Extra Current Is Shown in
Illustration.

SIX

CELLS

SECURELY TIED

Connected Up by Insulated Wire
With Storage Battery Terminals
Keep Bright by Scraping With
Sharp Knife.
At least 50 per cent of the modern
automobiles use buttery Ignition. As
this system sometimes gives trouble,
even in the most expensive cars, I devised a method for producing an emergency current as shown In the illustration.
Dry Cells Tied Together.
This consists of six dry cells securely tied together in a triangle shape
and wired in series with a
length
of well insulated copper wire attached
to each of the negative and positive
terminals.
These wires are used to
make connections with the storage bat
tery terminals for starting the motor;
then they are disconnected.
The batteries will last a long time
for this emergency work. If the stor
age buttery gives too much trouble,

nmrnr Hum
immtn ctu

umwm

to

YT

Ml

wuivt nuwu.

Set of Dry Batteries Placed Under
Seat to Aid In Starting Automobile
Motor.

remove the filling caps and make sure
that the liquid is a half Inch above the
top of the lead plates. Should the level
be below this point, add enough distilled water to make up deficiency.
Keep Terminals Bright
Keep all the battery and wire terminals bright by scraping them with
a sharp knife about once a month, and
make sure that there Is no short circuit in the dashboard switches and
that no battery wire or other wire Is
chafing against any metal to produce
a short circuit In this way a battery
may be kept at its highest efficiency.
P. P. Avery in Popular Science Monthly.

being
chine end having a general control
thereof as registered owner, that he
knew and allowed his vehicle to be Illegally run.
" This was the gist of an Important
case decided some years ago where the
owner, who was seated In the tonneau,
was summoned to court for overspeeding.
Owner Found Guilty.
The court held that he could be
found guilty, not because he was owner, but because of the fact that as reg
istered owner of the machine, with
the consequent right to control it while
riding therein, he was presumed to
have participated in the vehicle being
run at an unlawful speed, and unless
this presumption against him were explained or contradicted, the jury would
be warranted In believing he did so
participate In the driver's act, and In
finding him therefore guilty.
Apparently, then, If the owner were
riding in front beside the driver It
would be harder for him to explain
that he did not know and allow and
hence participate In the Illegal act
than If he were seated elsewhere In
the car.
When, too, the operator Is the chauffeur of the owner In the automobile,
the fact of employment, Involving the
right of the latter to direct and control the former, would make the presumption stronger than In the case
where this relationship did not exist.
When Not Guilty.
But in either or any case, where It
could be proved that the owner or person In charge of the automobile, although riding therein, was not likely
to know and did not do or say anything to direct or control it, or as to
how the driver should manage it, the
owner or person in charge might not
be found to have participated in the
driver's unlawful act.
The enforcing authorities, however.
usually confine their complaint to the
operator, preferring in such cases not
to raise these additional questions in
court. Nevertheless, the owner or person In charge of the machine should
keep them In mind, otherwise an un
pleasant surprise may await him.
AUTO PRODUCTION

LOOSE

NUTS ON WINDSHIELD

Sometimes Caused by Vibration and
Finish Cracks in Vicinity of
8hield Supports.
On many makes of cars the windshield is held in place by steel arms
which protrude through the cowl and
are fastened on the under side by a
nut and lock nut Sometimes these
nuts work loose from the vibration
present with the result that the shield
is allowed to move slightly. The first
evidence of this is seen In cracked finish In the vicinity of the windshield
In making the necessary
supports.
periodic Inspection for loose nuts and
bolts these windshield supports should
not be forgotten.

Passenger
Cars Only.
33396

Year.
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917

.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.

.

52,462
67,389
85,846
125,593
175,800
209,957
378,261
450,000
615,000
703,527
1,617,708
1,795,840

Wire Netting Is Useful.
A frame covered with wire netting
to be attached to automobiles, has
Keep Radiator Cells Clean.
Best results can be secured from a been Invented, the purpose being to
motor cooling system by keeping the catch bats or other articles which
radiator cells free from foreign matter. would otherwise be blown away.
Particularly on long trips over bad
New Electric Brake.
roads, the Interstices of the radiator
A new electric brake for automoare packed with dirt and mud, retailing the heat which should be dissi- biles will, according to the claim of
pated In radiation. A water hose will its Inventor, stop a car running at
remove the mud while a stiff brush will the rate of 50 miles an hour within 45
feet without skidding.
give temporary relief.
Small Wheels and Big Tires.
The trend of the industry in design"sport"
ing motorcars of the
type has been to diminish the diameter
of the wheels and Increase the size of
the wheels and Increase the size of the
tires. There is no doubt that by doing
this an added raklshness Is given to
the appearance of the car.

d

Don't Let Motor Freeze.
Don't let your motor freeze. Use
Care in Oiling.
I
.1
In
Too much oil Is better than none,
iu.
Ten per cent of glycerine
but do not flood every oil hole. A radiator.
will prevent the alcohol from evaporatcoating of oil attracts dirt and grit,
motorcar's worst enemies.
ing so fast.

ruu

'

ened cakes.
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Cause of Spontaneous Combustion,
Spontaneous combustion Is caused,
chemists tell us, by flouting particles
of coal dust or other Inflammable ma
terial Jostling and clashing against one

i.
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cial feeling In a marked degree as com- ing been one of the lust to rise up out
pared with the Inhabitants of other of the salty sea.
Islands.
It is not the fact that a man Is able
Noting this, St. Pntrlck must have to do wonderful things, or to work mirconcluded there was something here to acles, that makes him greut really, but
work on, something good ; nnd seeing his ability to see and to comprehend
this he took It as his conunund to as- the grent truths concerning life, and to
sist In the development of the social earnestly desire to spread these among
disposition and good feelings of these the people. This it is that commands
Patrick's Useful Life and Good people.
the attention of the livelier spirits,
He therefore became one of them, nnd wins the respect and confidence of
Works Entitle Him to Posilived with them, won their confidence those who desire better things in this
tion of Eminence.
and commanded their respect. In or- life.
Such was St. Patrick.
der that he might be an efficient lender
he occasionally went abroad and A Splendid Type.
It Is not the mere human creature
PLACE OF BIRTH NO MATTER studied under the fathers of the church,
for religion Is most powerful to con- that accomplishes great things, but the
trol the feelings nnd change the aspi- man within the machine. It was not
the figure seen by the people thnt comCertain He Was a True Irishman and rations of men.
No matter what he may have been manded their admiration, for he was
Accomplished Much for the Wenot an Apollo, nor was It the familiar
born, he was a true Irishman.
lfare of the Race During His
form bearing a shepherd's crook that
on
A
Island.
the
Man.
Real
Sojurn
brought these rough, untutored men to
There are those who regnrd St. Pat- their knees and inspired them with
SE of the reasons why St. rick as a fakir more or less, because worshipful feelings; nor was it the
'at rick Is such a favorite the of the miracles he Is said to have venerable futher that aroused the
world over Is thut he was so wrought.
spark of crude love in their hearts and
As far as known St. Patrick did not ripened it until it became a controlling
very human. He hadn't much
of n chance when a boy, hut he made claim to have miraculous power, nor Influence of their lives.
the best of whut he had. If he had not to hnve driven the reptiles out of IreIt was the man within the plainly
he would have been a hogherd all the land.
clad form, the spirit that lighted the
It has always been the rule among kindly eye, the love that prompted the
days of his life. He was a slave, In
very truth, being hound to a pagan hog ignorant and superstitious people to tongue to utter appeals,' to give timely
credit their religious teachers and warnings and to promise contentment,
raiser in Britain.
But you can't keep a good man down, grent leaders with having done some prosperity und happiness to all who
marvelous or miraculous thing. With- would live right one toward another,
and that's a fact.
If all the legends be true, which can out something of the sort other Igno- thus pleasing God and ranking for
hardly be possible, Patrick was a fa rant nnd superstitious people would peace and good will on earth.
Great he was Indeed, else he could
vorite among the ladles, even making not heed them.
There may never have been any rep- not have done so great good toward
an impression on the good St. Bridget.
Maybe this was before they became tiles on this particular island, it hav- all men.
saints of course it was, for how could
they be saints and be alive at the same EMBLEM OF HIGHEST HONOR may slip It Into her sweetheart's shoe
time?
without his knowledge and It will InHowever, there Is quite a lot of writ
sure his safe return from any Journey.
Virtue of Its Signifiings, whether genuine or not, that go Shamrock, by
It may be employed to prevent the
cance, May Appropriately
to show that he was n real human
wearer's being drawn into military
Claim First Place.
lover, and that dear Bridget was exservice, is said to be a cure for lunacy,
of
have
fond
and
would
him,
ceedingly
and is still, among the Irish, regarded
By JOSEPH W. GAVAN.
married him could be have procured
even sacred. Snakes disas
There is one day In the year which likemagical,
the consent of the church.
It exceedingly and will not remain
still fills the soul of every Irishman,
when It Is growing.
His Life and Works.
whether in Ireland or America, with
Some say the four-lea- f
shamrock la
From all that can be learned con patriotic emotions and with a fervor of the shamrock of luck, and others that
Is
and
This
Saint
ardent
Patlife
works
the
and
of
St.
high
hopes.
cerning
It Is the
one that holds the
rick, he was a good man, and spent his Patrick's day. Though the practice Is magic touch. This latter Is rare and
life going about doing good for his fel- dying out and the post office does not prized and Is said to grow from a delows.
bring so many shamrocks as formerly caying body, as the nettle Is said to
As you' know, a good man Is more from Ireland to the shores of Amer- spring from hurled human remains. The
highly respected, more beloved and ex- ica, still the Instances are not few shamrock of luck must be found "witherts a greater Influence for good In where men and boys wenr shamrocks out searching, without seeking." When
the community In which he is known In their hats, nnd pretty colleens carry thus discovered lf
he cherished
than even the wealthiest, the most crosses upon their shoulders.
as an Invincible talisman.
the
nation
has
is
Ireland
that
only
powerful or most favored. He may not
wear purple and fine linen, nor fare the high honor of holding ftloft a naST. PATRICK PAID HIS WAY
sumptuously, but he Is making the tional emblem which is at the same
world better and Is. therefore, truly, time a sacred emblem, the denr little
and In the highest sense, a son of God. shamrock. Other nations have upon In His "Confessions" He Tells of His
Custom Never Asked for
There are numerous stories and leg- their banners the figures of lilies and
.
ends concerning St. Patrick, some of roses, of hears and of eagles which,
which may be true. But It matters however, eloquently the patriot's zeal
Always chary oi sending round the
little whether he was a Milesian born may prnlse them, certainly possess no
Patrick paid his own way
In Spain, or a son of a poor swine- sacred character. Not so with Ireland. plate,"
Her natlonnl emblem was selected by through the Green Isle, as he emphatherd of the gteen Isle.
relates In his "Confessions."
The history f the world shows that Saint Patrick, chosen for a sacred ically
"But when It happens that I baptized
the mere circumstances of birth cuts purpose, and was consecrated from Its so
many thousand men did I accept
as a living type of the grandest
Tery small figure in the matter of real birth
ever a screpall (a Celtic coin of the
of
Christian
the
the
myRtery
faith,
From
earliest
times the
greatness.
value of about six cents) from themT
men who have figured most promi- Trinity.
he wrote. "Tell me, and I will return
world
movements
In
betfor the
nently
It to you. Or when the Lord ordained
of
mankind
have
terment
been of PLANT LONG HELD SACRED
through my humility and minclergy
humble origin.
istry, did I confer the grace
In order to rise from the lowly birth Clover, of Which the Shamrock la a itously? If I asked any of themgratueven
station of Lincoln or of Moses, a man
the value of my shoe, tell me, and I
Species, Was Much Thought Of
must have the true spirit of manliAncient
Greeks.
the
will
more.
I
you
by
repay
rather spent
ness In him. If he survive the severe
for you as far as I was able, and
trying-ou- t
It Is difficult to say what was the among you and everywhere for you I
process his will be a masterful, leading, helpful spirit which the original shamrock, trefoil or Hero Trin- endured many perils In distant places,
spirits of all must acknowledge, re- ity. The leaf now recognized as the where none had been farther or Had
national emblem Is that of the white ever come to baptize or ordain the
spect and submit to.
clover, but the name shamrock IS clergy orconflrm the people."
In His Day.
generic and Is applied also to the
We of the present day can hardly purple clover, the speedwell, the pimAppropriately Termed "Brilliant"
conceive of the conditions existing In pernel and to the wood sorrel.
As a soldier the Irishman Is better
the British Islands In his day.
The clover of two or four leaves In charge than defense, and If held
The native Celts were heathen and was held sacred In the festivals of the back he frets himself to exhaustion.
brutish, and had no higher ambition Greeks. The one of four leaves, when The lodge meeting of a Hibernian
than to exist, unless It was to rob carried about, is supposed to Insure benevolent association Is a revelation
neighboring tribes of their cattle, hogs success at play and confer the power of kindness and delicacy of
and air women. Physically they wer of datefflng evil spirits. The lover The word ."brilliant" 4 ifmmfeelipg.
strong, vigorous and emotional, and may put It under his pillow and he will t for the Irish than for anr nthw
possessed of gawd nature, wit and so dream of his beloved, or the maiden among us save the Hebrew
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amine closely all the chimney flues,
If the chimney is not constructed
properly It would pay the owner to
build a new chimney rather than run
the risk of having the house destroyed.
Thousands of dollars are lost by fire
each year which could be saved If
proper attention were given to a few
simple rules governing the chimney
and connecting parts.
Fires may start In defective flues,
backs of ranges, under hearths aud
in other places which are not In view.
Defective "flues cause a great many
fires of this kind and a little care In
building may prevent a catastrophe.
The chimney should be built from the
ground with a substantial foundation
of masonry.
The foundation should
be at least a foot wider at all points
than the chimney. The use of wooden
brackets as supports should be avoided, as they are liable to start fire
around the base of the chimney.
Experts advise that chimneys be
built at least three feet above flat
roofs and two feet above the ridge of
pitched roofs. The horizontal clearance above the top of the roof should
be at least 12 feet. If these suggestions are observed the danger of fire
from falling sparks will be greatly
reduced and an Increased draft will
be obtained.
The construction of a separate flue
for each fire will lessen the liability
of a conflagration. Terra cotta linings
thickness may be used if
of
the lining Is'started a foot below the
lowest thimble. It is suggested that
a good shoulder be provided for the
first section of the tile to rest upon.
In cases where there are two thimbles
In a single flue, a metal flue stop
should be provided for one.
A chimney should not be offset at
the roofline or on any floor to make It
come out at the end of the roof or to
conceal It In any closet. An overhanging projection In a chimney
causes cracks in the roof at the most
favorable spot for a fire to gain a
good headway.
The walls of chimneys should be six
or eIght ,ncnes thlck and gnou!(l be
constructed of cement mortar through
out. ' It Is essential that the capstones
correspond in size to the flues, else
one-inc- h

Use of Gaskets.
Oil Joints should be fitted with gaskets made of wrapping paper, while
water Joints should have asbestos gaskets coated with graphite. Hot-ga- s
Joints, on the other hand, should have
asbestos and dry-ga-s
joints call for coated asbestos.
copper-covere-

and perhaps catch the family within
Its smoldering ruins.
One of the most common causes of
fires in dwelling houses Is defective
chimneys. In putting up a new house,
see that the chimneys are right; or
in buying a house already built, ex- -

1

another until the friction they set up
ruises their temperature to the Ignition point. If this explanation Is correct, it would appear as If such tires
could be prevented by perfect
Such, however. Is not the case,
for ventilation may actually help to
bring about Are by spontaneous comAir facilitates
bustion.
oxidation,
really fanning the warm dust Into a
blaze. Keep air damp and quiet to
avoid fire. Popular Science Monthly.
ventl-latio-

Burn Locomotive Cinders.
There has recently been completed
at
Germany,
what Is said to be the first large railroad power station to be operated entirely on locomotive cinders. Three
boilers are fired by automatic underfeed stokers and burn cinders, alone or
mixed with
The cinders are
brought on a traveling electric crane
m
directly Into the boiler room.
produced with this fuel Is employed to
drive two turbines that generate current for the light and power systems
In the station. Popular Mechanics
Magazine.
Frankfort-on-the-Mui-

coal-dus- t.

St-a-

Comfort in Rat's Companionship.
Once In a great prison a prisoner
showed me a gray rat that he had
made friends with and had trained to
become comparatively fearless.
As
It nibbled at the piece of bread that
he held in his hand he said with a
whimsical smile:
"It's pleasant to
have a little creature for a friend that
doesn't care or doesn't even know
whether you're a prisoner or not and
likes yon Just because you've had a
chance to show a little kindness." Exchange,
Exploration Ended.
Little Mary one day strayed from
her governess Into the kitchen where
Cortez, the cook, was opening a chicken.' As the cook probed deeper and
deeper and removed one part after another, Mary became greatly Interested.
At last Cortez paused and Mary saw
her opportunity. With childlike Inno
cence she queried : "Did oo And whaff
oo was lookin fori" The Christian
Herald.
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a membership of 600. which it if ex- pected can he obtained by March 15th.
there were, present representatives
NrW
MrXllill
from all parts of the county and they
llsalf III kill VV
were a'l in favor of the plan. The
people were free in expressing their
NEWS REVIEW opinions and several interesting dis- were brought out.
Aft-?the plin was explained and
discussed a unanimous vote was cast
in lavor ol organizing the county inCHAVES
to one h!" body, known as the family!
type of Farm Bureau, including as
New Garage Opening Up
members bitli men and women.
nas nougnt rirwie
L. C Nelson, ot
'
the Hagerman livery stable property
and will convert it into a garage. He Bi Sa
Tnr!ft
of
Stanip.
has also bought a residence here.
catllrHav wa. Thrift Stamn Dav in
Mr. Nelson is an experienced auto- - CIovis
$2.00000 worth
mobile machinist, and we understand of WnT approxima,eiy
Sav;ng Stamps passing to
Will have a fully equipped garage individuals.
Nrartv all the firms of
and carry a full stock of auto parts the city
participating in the sale of
and accessories. Hagerman
War Saving Stamps. Clovis Journal,
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consists of between 250 and 300 head
of cattle, a number of horses, hogs,
turkeys, chickens, etc., as well as a
large allotment of land in the Alamo
Forest Reserve. The head waters
of Dirk Canyon were also conveyed
to the new owners. The land has
on it a eood tw story rock dwell
incr house, which will be occupied
iy Collins uerrell and wile later in
tin- - season.
The new company will do business
under the name of the 'Keyt Cat- tie company and consist of Mrs. Ol- lie Thayer, Collins Gerrell, Ralph
Thayer and J. W. Dearborn.-Iia- Carls
Argus.
--

LUCKY STRIKE
CIGARETTE.
a year it has become
the man's cigarette for the men who are
wqrking over here, and

r$

b

Dirging Drain Ditches

Machinery and pipe for the con-h- e
nf th Lake Arthur drain- age system have begun to arrive and
the work of digging the drain ditch- ll
es will begin soon. The land
braced in the district lies in both
Eddy an Chaves county. A larger
One
acreage is in Eddy county.
ditch digger will begin at the mouth
of Walnut draw southeast of Lake
Arthur and the other will work no
the Cntonwood beginning! near Dr.
McCormick's Artesia Advocate,
tr.-t;n-

n

fighting over there.
The reason? Because
it's made of Burley pipe
and because

em-Wi-

Remodel Building
Architects are working on plans
COLFAX
for
a
comp'ete overhauling of the
Herr Hearst has powerful ot-- 1 The German Crown Prince says he
First National Bank build'ng. The
papers in Chicago. It is true that the woud )jke to visit Canada after the Raton Freshmen Get Busy
to the offices in the
influence of tnu Hear.t paper u cose of tlle war- - He has managed
tobacco
held last week ,in .the stairway otgoing
At a meeting
tn building will De moved
, , ...
nainly in the rank, of the ignorant, tJ kecp at s!le distance from the
ana
nacK
tne
tne
in
turtner
uiuiiui
iui.ni
but a vote i. a vote, whether it be Canadians
nuiiuing
participating in the war. association, a Junior Civic associaa Kreater part ol
bank wi
deposited in the ballot bo by one
Minnea ,is Trjbune.
of the build'ngocclipy
tion was perfected by the s
New fixtures will alsol
unwashed and illiterate or by ono
111c
llic
ui
uumy
tiass
ircsnman
)c jnsflled. C'ovis News.
aristocratic and wellinformed. Con-- 1 Jt
Auto Service Station
of conrse llscIess to point
sciioui.
The large and handsome brick
sequeotly, when Herr Hear.t begin. QUt that ,hc Lcnines and Troukys tpgh
officers
the
election
of
the
After
M"d
'
Money
bl. tirade agamst the yellow peril have Mt ,iue powcr of 'self dctcr-and
structure, which will be the home of
the night best sti'ted
discussed
B.
in
boys
Havener
the
who
lives
Mix,
J.
b.
would
be
tier mination" to the stricken Kouman- - for holding their meetings and selectproclaims that it
lh. Antn Servire Station in Artesia.
neighborhood,
says he intends to is nearing completion. The firm will
KO lei
vjeroiany nave rvus.ia man to jaJj -- New York World.
The
ed
meetings
Wednesday night.
plant a good seized acrcigc in broom carry a complete stock of auto achave the countrv .aved bv Japan.
will be held each week on this eve- corn this
those who fear the sinister Hear.t
spring and believes it is cessories and w'll have ample roim
If shipping space were not at such ning.
the most pav'ng cr p we can raise for
power read the bandwri ing on the a premium it would seem tlesirame
storage and salesroom, garage
A program of work for the organMe has farmed in
in this section
wall and b gin to feel a quaking of t ) snid some of our German spies
etc. Artesia Advocate.
the
was
discussed
and
ization
pr
Countv
for
two
Curry
years
only
the knees. In this clas. i. J. Ham tn France for
work of putting, the public but says he has made
monev
Lewis, who represents Illinois in the North American. trialPhiladelphia linunary
GRANT
grounds in shape for the jB i)ronm corn notwithstanding the
United States Senate.
He quickly
accommodation 01 ine tourists cinr- - )Mf years.
caught the Hear.t cue and b gan to
in New York ing the
bureau
Russian
The
The:
planned.
coming
spring,
preach against sane ioning the inva- says that Russia is sound at the Junior association will build fire- Bnvs Cheerful and in High Spirt's.
sion of Russia by Japan. This
Thirtv-tw- o
Grant county boys, the
bALA
core.
lie trouble is tnai ucrmany places, plant trees, and phce gravel!
Ut
specimen is the Democrat- seems to have got the core. Koch-est- on the streets of the camping ground
last of the county's contingent of
ic whip of the Senate and is regard?'8 men left last week for Fort Riley,
along the courses laid out by the city Csnt Beat Record
ed a. thu official spokesman of the
amid the cheers of two thousand
Mrs. H. S. Fuller is doing pretty Kas.,
President. Senator J. Ham deem, One reward that Spain gets for its em."'nrer.
and to the inA War Saving society is to be in- - WP
w;tn
She has sixty relatives and friends
it the part of expediency not to try fine
to Germany is to have eluded as part of the work of the white orohincrtons. Durini? lannarv spiring strains of the Star Spangled
to steer bis barque counter to the aboutloyalty
one good steamer a week tor- Junior association and will he taken .,he sold eggs to the amount of $26 51). li aimer. The demonstration was one
Hearst curr nts. Never mind what
submarines. Hartford up at one meeting during each month. and dnrin(?
by
entn'.,s,;ls,,c and. Patriotic
pedoed
Can any
February $.15.70
happens to the democracy of Russia Times.
Raton Range.
.
Sum-- i
one beat that record
... , T. . im c imrnr.
and America and Great Britain and
ner Review.
France: let the first move be to Of course, when we passed up high- Senior Lecture at Movie
cheerful and in high spirits. Silver
make safe the career and standing er mathematics we had no idea that
On
City Enterprise.
for
each
the
night
Wednesday
Booxe
For
Nit
of S nator J. Ham I
we'd ever have to figure out a 1917 next three weeks boys of the senior
A commodious cellar tinder the Fort
income tax statement. Detroit Free class of the Colfax County High Sumner Drug Store, has just been fin Dsi'y Auto Stage
WELL WORTH READING
school will deliver short addresses shed, lo forestall fool remarks we The Bennett Motor Transit Co.
Press.
between the performances at the Rex will say that a cellar under a drug!n."ve established a daily auto stage
at
the
von
Whenever
irot
anirrv
An unusually clear analysis of the
Raton on the subject of store ran he need fnr nth pr nitrnnsfs
between Silver City, Hurley and
theatre at
riiii-ln- .
.
'
- TL.Ti
i inf, ii i C.n,n
war si uation, in.ofar a. America', itttiii.1 uuji a- Tl.-ithan the storage of booze.- - Fori Deming. The schedule has been so
jvaiiip. viiii.111iiirni oiuinps.
Times-Staati
snmner Review.
preparedness and efforts to further
arranged that passengers arrive m
Old Business House Closes
Drenarednes. are concerned, is ores.
Deming at 10:25 a. m., in time to
d
Southern Pacific.
atcli the
ent d in "The President." an article Russia gets a crimson light on The Max Mercantile
company
AMA
MA
DO
Boston closed its business last week after
a victory.
by Richard Washburn Child, in "Col. peace without
They leave Silver City at 7:45 in the
lier's" for March 16. The statement Herald.
morning and on the return trio, thev
many years one of Springer's leading
business houses.
leave Deming at 2:45 in the afternoon
draw, no conclucions, which, under
Boy. Leave For Fort Riley
Ber-be
in
is
Guaranteed by
d
faithless day
Dona Ana county sent fourteen after
the circumstances, might be held to
the
Southern
Every day
m
mrn
lin.
Providence
re
this
to
the
Pacific Silver City Enterprise,
colors,
Journal,
jo;n
Buy Big Tractor
unfair; but, in a way that i. ju.t
The Pinto Bean Farm purchased being the last quota of those called
and impartial, cites fact which are
a big tractor this week to help speed for service. Prior to their departure
Dot lei. than di.quieting. We hope RUSSIA HAD THE GUNS
R
0pen, Cour
BUT WOULD NOT FIGHT up the production of the bean which a program was held at the public, Judge
every New Mexican who is interest0ne hundred criminal cases and a
is to make Springer famous. Springschool. Prof. Brozicr gave a short i,eavy civii docket was handled
ed in the welfare of his country will
by
read Mr. Child's article. It may be
With 2400 field guns and 5000 ma- er Stockman.
patriotic talk, followed by an ad- - the grand jury at the present term
dress by Isidoro Armii . A number r .i,
read in 20 minutes, but it will not be chine guns, the Russian army should
.
ii;EiVi
.hh
have been able to hold up the Ger- Shipping Pinto Beana
oi musical selections were given nv vened last week in the county. The
forgotten in as many months.
the
Williams
on
decoraDuet.
The
can
see
man advance indefinitely.
Instead,
Over
liean Avenue you
quoise and precious stones. The new
only
LEA
term is expected to be one of the
equipment which arrived last week
Mr. Woodrow Wilson is a won- it bands over this booty to the enemy a wonderful sight most any day tions used was a large Amerciiiilnn.E, ;n .h. h:ctnr n( il,. rnni
from the East, consists of an electrie
and nag. At the close of the program
derful man) his mastery of language without even attempting to destroy where JJoc. Cahill isA
vflsa
'
ttmsas
Sells Calves
eeiifli
am
.
tA.
ssau oi ivi loite Innrl
we
motor, with a wheel shaft for emerj
t
iuau m - eflr1oee
is beyond argument; and yet, be has it. or to carry it to a place of safe- rfl tn liinrr
wcic'm
auiuiii.i, mill Linn lf a mil
Dump McBride of Elida sold his grander, buffers and polishers. Sim
,
k veloped no power which will enable ty for use in some future day of of Pinto Beans every day, and ship-- j invited to the domestic science room
c."!'
k
i
.i
ii
week.
calves
last
around
at
j
Joe
$40
"
deals largely in Turquoise and wilt
him to make office boys do the work national defence. One can explain ping them. His big machine is a where refreshments were served
Geo , ogical Survey party in the south- - Lane of Jenkins is also said to have
be able to add much to the value
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contract,
174.
WMSEM.
No.
Sala
1K8
SNW5f. SWU.
Los Angeles, Calif. No.
Ribbon.
Taxa mo otbeb. Rsy sf ym W
Sale No. 1134
NEW, Sec. 15; T. 26 S., IW.f.1 mmA
improveaaafe
payments at the rate of four onper cent per Sec. 21: NWXNEtt, NySNWK, Sec. 28; T 3; T. 12 S., R. 36 E., containing 959.12 17 W., containing 301.44 acres.
I? II
f.
V
K
f.
the anni 18 s.. K. IU e... containin. aw acrea. The acres.
annum payable in advance
i ne improvements consist oi irnc ments consist of 1 well, clearing, value R. 10 W., containing 160 acres.
ImproveD I Alio No RUAttli pll.l.N, for twenty-f- i
MARRY AT ONCE If lonely; write me; versary ot tne date ot contract partial pay
of
ments
$450.00
$170.00.
consist
well, ditch, fencing and years regarded ns Ilrst.Salest, Always kelisble.
ing, value,
cor
of
conaiat
house.,
barn,
improvementa
of
descripmenta to be credited on the anniversary rais. wen. reservoir ana
aad I will send you hundreds
clearing, value $515.00.
leaciag, vaiue
WWNEW. NWSEj, Sec.
Sala No. 1S85
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
SW. Sec. 18; WW. TM Sale No. 1112
tions; congenial people, worth 81,000 to of the date of the contract next following X3UJ.W.
Sale No. 11)5
8350,000; aeeking marriage; (Confidential), adthe date of tender.
NEW, SSE4, S- - 19; All of Sections 20, 21, 17; T. 30 S., R. 19 W., WWNEW. Sec 13;
NW, Sec II; T. 28 S..
Cal.-- Na
EVERYWHERE
R. 7 W., containing 320 acres.
30 S.f R. 20 W., conSec.
T.
Sec
15;
SWWNWtf,
NWNWW,
SWHSWK,
22;
NJ4NWJ.
dress, Ralph Hyde, San Franciaco,
There
are
NVSNV4
4.
Sec.
7:
Lot
Sala N. 1M
ail
nf landa aelected for the Santa
127.
Th
N
N,SJ$. SWtt.SW. Sec. 27; N, taining 320 acres, selected for the Santa no improvements.
SESWJa, Sec 10; NNWJ,, Sec 23;
'i
-JL R. Bond
F
Fond WSWX,
and Hrant Count
i
Sec. 30; NEJi Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund.
29;
Sec
NK,
Sec
28;
sec.
1.
Lots
18;
2, 3, 4, bee,
I, 2,
4.
be subject to the above terms snd 11;
Sale No. 1138
There are no improvements.
NWW. Sec 14; T. 28 S.,
E)4SWJ.
19: WKNEM.
Sec. 22: Lots 3. 4. NWli. NE. NJ4NWJ4. SEMNWjtf,
WIDOW, 38, worth $150,000. Lonely. Anxious will
contain-inR. 8 W., containing 160 acres.
except that the successful bidder Sec. 30; T. 26 S., R. 6 E containing 957.
SEJ4, Sec 34; T. 15 S., R. 35 E.,
Improveto marry gentleman of honorable intentiona. conditions
concertified
at
or
cash
1113
4525.87
WW
in
Sale
No.
WW.
must
SEWN
The
ments
acres.
exchange
consist
of
and
SWUNEU,
Loa
St.
pay
improvements
221644
598.56 acrea were aelected
Mra. Warn.
clearing
grubbing,
Angelea,
Temple
h
of the purchase acrea of which Fa
the time of sale
Sec 1; T. 30 S R. 20 W., contain- value $160.00.
Calif. No. 1.
the Santa
and Grant .County Rail sist of house, well, windmill, tank and NWW.159.79
nri
offered hv him for the land, four for
There are no improveacres.
ing
road Bond Fund.
There are ao improve fencing, value $4837.50.
for
balance
in
the
advance
cent
interest
1137
Sale
No.
ments.
NWW. Sec 11; T. 28 S..
ARE YOU SINGLET Would you mar- per
R. 8 W., containing 160 acres.
Who
of such purchase price and will be re menta.
Sale No. last
S'3, Sec. 1; All of Sec
Improve- find
a
tor
Sec.
1114
contract
?
to
execute
No.
13;
14;
t
SEWNWW.
Sale
Sec
Sec
Ideal
ions'
meof
12,
ments
EWSWW,
11,
Nal
consist
Let
Wyi.
providing
quired
your
fencing and grubbing,
Sale
leal
S'SWX. Sec 5: NV4NM NJ4, Sec. 24; T. 18 S., R. 37 E4,., SW, Sec. 19; EWNWW. Sec 30; T. 32 S., R. 16 W., value $187.00.
ry if suited
the navment of the balance of such our Tit.
2.
NKNU
J.
ft;
Sec
7;
NNF.U
wealthy
absolute satisfaction; Many
chase price In thirty equal annual instsl- - Sec.
R. 6 E., containing 559.8f 6; Ei, Sec. 7; All of Sec. 8; --WW. Sec. containing 2tO acres. Improvements consist
T. 26
All of Sec. 16; WH, Sec 17; r. 18 S., of fencing, value $187.50.
Sale No. 1138
wishing marriage; honorable con- menta, witn interest on an oeterrea pay- acrea 10;aelected S.,
WW. WWEW, Sec. 2, T.
lor the .aanta f e and urant 9;
25
at the rate of four per cent per
The
acres.
S., R. 7 W., containing 480.15 acres.
descriptions free; ments
Bond
fidential; members
Fund.
There are R. 38 E., contsining 5115.15
Railroad
Cjunty
and
interest
navlnents
annum
in
All of Sec. 16; T. 33 S., There are no improvements.
advance,
Sale No. HIS
improvements consist, of house, corrals,
Oakland Calif. due on October 1st of each year.
no improvementa.
Mrs. Cappel. Box-75- 7
sheds, wells, windmills, tanks and fenc- R. 20 W., containing 640 acres. There are
No. 112.
No bids on the above described tracts
no improvements.
Sala No. 1MZ
Says ar. Inside bath, before break- NEKSWtf. SEW. Sec 10: ing, value $6090.00.
.
The above aale of lands will be subject
of land will be accepted for less than
sec
see
sec
11;
Sin,
u;
sa, 14: NNEW.
Sec.
ni,
1M7
1118
W54
No.
fast helps us look and feel
No.
and to valid existing rights, easements, rights 13: All of Sec.
DOLLARS
THREE
WWSEW,
Sale
Sale
EWSWW,
which
($3.00)
SW.
LONELY MAIDEN, of beat character aeek-hsacre,
per
SEXNEM.
SWNE,
g
of way and reservations.
Sec 21; T. 18 S., R. 37 9; T. 27 S., R. 20 W containing 160 acres. is the appraised value thereof and in adworth $35,000, aincerely
WWNWM.
SWW. NEWSEM. Sec 15: All SEJ4, SEXSEJ4,
disposition, home-lovin4
320 acres.
so
dition
are
There
of
value
consist
clean, sweet, fresh.
thereto
the
husband. Box 584 F.
E.,
successful
bidder
must
fencing,
Improvements
containing
W
kind,
Sec.
of
21;
SEX, WtfNEX,
The Commissioner of Public Lands or c
r c- - improvementa.
$150.00.
ii
c. tt. aSENEX
pay for the improvements that exist on
vi . ri
Los Angeles. Cal. No. 165.
ETiyxriirt
reserves
the
his agent holding such sale
the land.
t-NEK, N2NWH, SjSWj:, Sec 25; WW
to reject any and all bids offered 24;
All of Sec. 11; T. 23 S..
No. 1117
Sale No. 1088
SEtfSE.40 Sec 11; T. Sale
NWK, SENWK. SX, NENE, Sec 26; 13
and vivacious merry,
PILES Everybody suffering Piles, Fistula. right
Sparkling
at said sale.
acres. The R. 18 W., containing 640 acres.
Each of the above described tracts will
There are
S., R. 37
containing
sec.
ot
All
All
dec
All
27:
ot
&ec
28:
of
Bleeding.
Fisurea, Ulceration, Constipation,
be offered for sale separately.
bright, alert a (rood, clear skin and
imrovementa consist of fencing, value no improvements.
Pain-leaAll of Sec 34; All of Sec 35; T.
Itching, write for free trial PositiveAuburn.
under contracts of sale for 33;
Pnaaiaainn
$75.00.
a
natural, rosy, healthy complexion
There
S. U. TARNEY,
Pile Cure.
the above described tracts will be given S R.no 12 E., containing 8640 acres.
The above sale of land will be subject are assiin-Sale No. 1118
SEW, Sec. 19; EW. Sec.
only by pure blood. If
ate
Indiana. No. 114.
improvements.
on or before October 1st. 1918.
to the following
No bid on the above described tracts 30; NEWNWW, Sec 29; T. 19 S., R, 14 W
terms and conditions.
4
only
ever) man and woman could bu
:
of land will be accepted for less than containing 520 acres, selected for the Santa vis.
for land selected for t he
Except
1SC9
NWU
Sale
Sec
No.
24;
NNWM.
Witneaa mv hand and the official seal
EARLY MARRIAGE deaired by handsome
FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre, which is Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund. Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond induced to adopt the morning inside
1. 17 a., tc Xi t., contain
to of the State Land Office of the State of ntvt120sec
The success Fund, the successful bidder must pay to bath, whiit a gratifying change would
the annraised value thereof and in art There are no improvements.
young lady with meana.LoaGentlemen 21
acres.
There are no improve dition
ing
60 write R. L Bos 584.
Angelea Cat-N- o. New Mexico,
this 11th day of January, menta.
thereto the successful bidder must ful bidder will be required to psy in cash the Commissioner of Public Lands or his take place. Instead of the thousands Of
130.
1918.
on
for
for
exist
aKent holding such sale,
of
the
bid
the
that
land.
amount
the
entire
improvements
pay
,
anaptnic-louMmrmen, women
ROBT.
P. ERVIEN.
the price offered by him for the Kind, sickly,
All of Sec 16: All of the una.
Sale No. 1944
Public
of
Commissioner
four
and girls, with pasty or muddy
in
Lands,
3.
1119
Lots
No.
cent
cent
interest
for
Sale
advance
1,
2,
30;
Sec
on
4,
the
once
at
per
WILL
I
put you
Sec. 36; T. 19 S., R. 12 E., containing 1280
MARRY;
New
Mexico.
of
10
State
of
the
will
23
23
above
conbalance
of
described tracta
T.
auch purchaae price, fees complexions;
the
Each
S., R.
iusteaU of the multl- W., EWEW, Sec 25; T.
road to wealth and happiness; strictly
mere are no improvementa.
acres.
be offered for sale separately.
S., R. 11 W., containing 319.04 acres, select- i"r.,.'1,w'j"in.l!i
".nd "PP"'""'1"
fidential; The successful Cupid; Mrs. Cap-pe- l; First Publication January 18, 1918.
of "nerve wrecks." "rundowns."
''tudes
ed
151.
1918.
Fe
for
and
o.
Santa
Grant
the
Calif;-NBox 757 Oakland
Last Publication March 22,
County and all nf said
No bid on the above described tracts
brain fags" and pessimists
we
amount! fnti.t
The above sale of land will be subject Railroad Bond Fund.
There are no
of land will be accepted for less than
ed in cash or certified exchange at the should nee a virile optimistic throng
terms and conditions.
E FINED WIDOW. 42. worth $30,000. would
THREE DOLLARS ($3.00) per acre which to the following
of
aale
time
and which aaid amounta and of
Ohio.
35, League Toledo,
marry.
is the appraised value thereof and in ad vis:
everywhere.
STATE OF NEW JKEXICO
No bid on the above described tracts of all of them are subject to forfeiture to the
a. 17s.
dition thereto the auccessful bidder must
An Inside bath is had by drinkins;
The successful bidder must pay to the land will be accepted for less than THREE State of New Mexico, if the auccessful
on
for
exist
the
that
pay
improvements
FOR
PUBLICATION
NOTICE
Commissioner ot ruonc Lsnns or nis agent DOLLARS ($3.00) per acre, which ia the Didder doea not execute a contract with-i- each morning, before breakfast, a
tne land.
thirty days after it baa been mailed glass of real hot water with a
ui ine appraised value thereof and in addition
lucn vaic,
noiaina;
PUBLIC LAND 'SALE
offered by him for the land, four thereto the successful bidder must pay for to him br the State Land Office, aaid
of limestone phosphate in It
price
Each
o
of
the
described
above
tracts
NOSTRILS! END
contract
to provide that the pnrchaaer
; OPEN
aa
vance
Dai'
tor
oa
tne
tne
cent
in
interest
exist
the
land.
that
per
land will be offered for sale separate
improvements
DONA ANA COUNTY.
may al nia option make paymenta ot not to wash from the stomach, liver, kida nee of such purchase price, fees for ad
A COLD OR CATARRH
of ninety five per neys and ten yards of bowels the preEach of the above described tracts will leaa than
vertising and appraisement and all costs
Office of the Commissioner of Public
cent of the purchaae price at any time vious day's indigestible waste, sour
The above aale of landa will be subject incidental to tne sale nerein. eacn ana an b coffered for sale separately.
after the aale and prior to the expiration fermentations
Lands,
of aaid amounts must be deposited in cash
' Bow To Get Relief When Bead
to
the
aad
and poisons, thus
terms
conditions
following
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
yeara from the date of the con
or certified exchange at the time of sale
VIS!
The above sale of land wilt be subjec ofractthirty
and Nom are Staffed Up.
and to provide for the payment of cleansing, sweetening and freshening;
Notice la herebv sriven that mrsuaat
and which aaid amounts and all of them to the following
terms
and
conditions
canal before
unpaid balance at the expiration of the entire alimentary
to the provisions of an Act of Congress,
Ex cent for landa aelected for the Saata are subject to forfeiture to the State of vis.:
for land selected for thf any
yeara from the date of the enn
annroved Tune 30. 1910. laws of the Fe aad Graat Couatr R. K. Bond Faad New Mexico, if the auccessful bidder does Santa FeExcept
more food Into the stomach.
and Grant
Railroad Bosm thirty
tract with interest on deferred payments putting
of New Mexico and the rules and the successful bidder muat pay to the not execute a contract withia thirtv davs Fund, the successful County
State
tc
bidder
must
Those subject to sick headache, bilthe rate of four per cent per annum
Count fifty! Tour cold In head or regulations of the State Land Office, the Commisstoaer of Public Laada, or his ageat after it haa beea mailed to him by the the Commissioner of Public Lands psy
or his at
payable in advance on the anniveraary of iousness, nastjr breath, rheumatism,
State Land Office, aaid coatract to pro agent holding such ssle,
catarrh disappears. Tour cloggnd nos- Commissioner of Public Landa will offer at boldiaar such sale,
of
the
ot
tne aate ot tne contract, partial payments colds; and particular
those who have
Didder, at 2 price offered by him for the land, font vide that the smrchaser
at nis on t ion the price offered by him for the land to
public sale, to the nia-hetrils will open, the air passages of your o'clock
on the anniveraary of the
M
March 28th, per cent interest
not less tbsa
ia advance for the make payments of
four per cent cent interest ia advance foi datebe ofcredited
stead will clear and you can breathe 1918. in P.the townon ofThursday.
the contract next following the a pallid, sallow complexion and. who
of
of
Las Cruces. Count v balance
cent
ainety-fiv- e
the
purper
of
such
fees
of
the
the
balance
fees
such
purchase price,
are constipated very often, are urged
purchase price,
No more snuffling, hawking, of Dona Ana, State of New Mexico, in for
date of tender.
freely.
advertising aad appraisement and all chase price at any time after the aale for advert i sine and aooraiseinent and all
aiucoua discharge dryness or headache; trout ot the court nouse tnerein, tne
coats incidental to the aale aereia, aad aad prior to the expiration of thirty years costs incidental to the aale herein, each The aale of land elected lor the Saata to obtain a quarter pound of limestone
of
land
from
via:
to
described
of
and
date
the
tracts
coatract,
ich and all of said amounts saaat be
provide and all of aaid amounts must be deposit Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund phosphate at the drug store which
ao struggling for breath at night.
at ed ia cash or certified exchange at the will be subject to the above terma and will cost but a trifle, but Is sufficient
deposited la cash or certified escaaage for the payment ofof aay unpaid balance
Get a small bottle of Ely's Cream Sale No. ISTf
22 at the time of aale, aad which said amounts the exviratioa
T.
from
Sec
the time of sale and which said
rears
21;
thirty
conditiona except that the ancceasful bid- to demonstrate the quick and remarkamounts
SWNE,
Balm from your druggist and apply a L R. 2
The aad all of then are subject to forfeiture date of the contract with interest oa de all of them sre subject to forfeiture to aad
containinr 40 acrea.
thr der muat pay ia cash or certified
conaiat of surface tank, value to the State of New Mexico U the awecess ferred navmenta at the rate of four per State of New Mexico, if the successful
h
little of this fragrant antiseptic cream improvements
of able change in both health and appearat the time of aale
oa
advance
cent
(350.DDL
ia
ful
mot
bidder does
per snaaas, payable
execute a coatract
bidder does not execute a contract with the purchase price offered by biaa for ance,. awaiting, those who practice In0
la your nostrils. It penetrates"TTmuprb
of the date of coatract. ia thirty days after it has beea mailed the land
the
mailed
after
withia
has
been
it
four
anniversary
cent
iatereat
days
in
ad
thirty
per
ternal sanitation. We muat rememevery air passage of th beaa, sooth in?
to hisa br the State Lead Office, said partial payments to be credited oa the
aim oy the state Lead Office, eaic vance for the balance of auch amrchaae
said sealing the swollen or inflamed 9 , S a aft 3-- , Svi
TV .,
of the date of the coatract swat coatract to provide that the purchaser price and will be required to execute s ber that inside cleanliness Is more imC J&t 9CC at 1 , s coatract to provide that the purchaser amay
See. S; as ma option asaaa paymcaca ot ewe seas
tne atc of teaoer.
sAUAOns
membrane, giving you instam 24 & R. 5 W, NX, See. :
may at hie optioa make payments of aot contract providing for the payment of tlx portant than outside, because the tUa
Nvi. Sac
: T. B S K. 1 W cantaiaiac
war ent lojiowing
of suaetT-fiv- e
less than
of ainety five pet balance
in does not absorb Impurities to conof such
Head colds and catarrh yieh' Ub7.3
purchaae
relief.
price
swbiect
aad
of
be
of
The
sale
leads
above
will
Fe
Saata
selected
for
the
the
smrchaae
time
cent
after
the purchase price at aay time thirty equal annual instalments with iaacre,
at
price
aay
p
blood while the pores la
an Graat Cosmty Railroad Be4 Faad. There the sals and avior to the cawtratJesi ai to valid existiac risrhta, ease sac a ts. tiarhts after of
like magic. Don't stay stuffed-uthe sale aad nrior to the exniratioa tereat oa all deferred payments at tat taminate the
of thirty years frees the date of the con rate ol fear per cent per ann was ia ad- - th thirty feet of bowel' do.
ItelKl la sore.
thirty years frasa date of the noatract. of way. aad reservatkma.
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THE RANCH AT THE WOLVERINE

Our Part in Feeding the Nation

j!

(Special Information

A

(Copyright, Little, Brown

A

Service, United States Department of Agriculture.)

GARDENERS!

tale of the wild outdoor life of pioneer days that called forth all the courage and resourcefulness of men and women inured to danger and hardship

j

A

CALL FOR MORE FOOD

IN

1918.

,

,

By B. M. BOWER

Oo.)

bellious as well; a droop of her mouth Hilly Louise hud changed her in those She did not think there wus anything
also when she was oil' her guard; a sud, two weeks.
Wurd could do, aud she thanked him
BILLY LOUISE
She changed still more In the next two for offering to help. There was nothtired little droop that told uf the weight
of responsibility and worry she was mouths, however. There wus the strain ing, she said pathetically, that anybody
IS DARKENED BY SUSPICION THAT HE IS CONof lier mothers precarious
health could do. Even the doctors did not
carrying.
Ward observed both the minute he which kept Billy Louise always on the seem able to do much except tell bei
NECTED WITH SOME BAD MEN
saw her on the trail. He had come alert and always trying to hide her lies and charge her for them. No; she
across country on the chance that she fears. She must be quick to detect the did not need any money. "Thank you
might be riding out that way, and he first symptoms of a return attack of just the same, Ward." That was about
Synopsis. Marlliy :i ml .luxe .Meillie, pioneers, Imvi! fur twenty
had come upon her unawares while the illness, and she must not let ber all. it did not sound iu the least like
Cove
nim-ii
Wolverine
Ihe
mi
ii
of
nl
hare
mil
their
living
Viiis
she and Blue were staring out over the mother suspect thut there wus danger Hilly Louise.
reek in tin- iiiuiiiitiilii
ii
lilalio.
Their neighbors, the
ry
desert from the height they had attain of a return. That much the doctor had
Ward answered the note then and
Marl luiinlil.- -. living si't'i':il milis iihii.v. have ii daughter. Hilly Louise,
ed in the hills.
made plain to her ,
there and called her Wllhemina-mine- ,
mm nlliilll nineleell years old. wlKdii Ml.rlll.V ilns secretly helped To
"
was
Lo, Hill:" he said when be
Besides that, there was an undercur- which was an awkward name to write
lime lit- sldi-.ediicale. At
opens Hilly Louise is spending the
quite close anil held himself ready to rent of gossip and rumors of cuttle and cost him five minute of cogitation
A simu Morni eunii-Hi
illi Marlliy.
:i
up, nnil nil lier way linini-meet whatever mood she might pre- stenling whenever a man stopped ut over the spelling. But he wanted it
who is invlleil In stny overtic uirl meets mi inleresiini; sinin-'r- r.
sent.
the ranch. It worried Billy Louise in down on paper where she could see It
much. W ard U'iiitcm mid Hilly Louise l,e-- i
night lit the M :i I iii :i
She turned her head quickly anil spite of ber rebuilt belief in Ward. and remember how it sounded when he
nine linn friends. .Inse ilies and .Mnrlliy liuries his body wit hunt niil.
looked at him, and the hurt look was Doubt would seize her sometimes in suld It, even If It did look queer. FarMarl li. 's nephew, comes In the ("eve.
lie discovers eviCharlie
slill in lier eyes; the droop still show- spite, of herself, and she did not see ther along he started to cull her Bill
dence uf cii lie stealing, ami Wily I.onlse verilies siisplcinns.
ed at her lips. And Ward knew they Ward often enough to let his personaliLoo, but rubbed it out and substituted
had been there before she saw him.
ty fight those doubts. She saw him Ludy Girl (with capitals). Altogether
Lot Into a
"Wbn's molla, HIU V" lie asked In the just once In the next two months aud he did better than he knew, for be Boys, Plus Enthusiasm and Labor, Turned This
Profitable Vegetable Garden.
CHAPTER VI Continued.
through thai and on beyond, still run tone that was calculated to invite an then only for an hour or so.
5
A man rode up one
her down was a Brassy unburdening of her troubles.
iiing.
night and stayed
MomShe went
inn) go for nook on beyond the road.
"Tell John to saddle
with them until morning, after the
"Oh, nothing in particular,!
Ihcre and hid behind Hie willows, mies been awfully sick, and I'm al- open handed custom of the range land.
the doctor, I'linchc, anil don't let
know whatever yon do. This isn't where she could cry and no one be the ways worried when I'm away from the Billy Louise did not talk with him very
NEW BULLETINS on gar- I
don't know whnt wiser.
Hut she could not cry the uche ranch for fear she'll have another spell much.
her liunliiigo at nil.
He hud shifty eyes and a
DENING.
il is.
I wonder if a hoi turpentine out of her heart nor the rebellion while I'm gone. The doctor said she coarse, loose lipped mouth and a thick
cloth wouldn't he hetlcr Hum this? I've against the hurt that life had given might have any time. Were you head- neck, and,
she took a violent
Three new publications of the
ii good mind to try il
her eyes are lier. If she could only have burned ed for our place? If you are, come on. dislike to him. But John I'ringle told
of agriculture are
department
was just starting back. I don't dare her afterward that he was Buck Olney,
glus.sy with fever mid her skin is cold memory when she burned that clipintended to help the war gardenas H lish. Von lell ill II to hurry up. ping! She could still believe and be be away any longer." If that were a the new stock Inspector, and that he
er. They art : "The Farm GarHi- can ride iioxci
want happy il' only she could foryrt the real unburdening Ward was an unrea- was prowling around to see if he could
Tell him
In the North," Farmers' Bulden
of
Issues
Agriculture
Department
him to get a docln here hy tomorrow things II said.
sonable young man. Hilly Louise look- liml out anything.
letin 937; "Home Gardening In
noon if he lnis Ii kill his horse do- uft-er
I'hoehe called her after a long diilc ed ut liliu again, and this time her
for
u
to
Farmers
deal
Louise
worried
Hilly
good
Appeal
the South," Farmers' Bulletin
inn it."
had passed. Hilly Louise bullied her eyes were clear and friendly.
that. Once she rode out early with
934; and "The City and SuburMore Food.
That night took its toll of Hilly fin e In Hie cold water of the Wolverine
Ward was not satistied, for all Hie the Intention of going to Ward's claim
ban Vegetable Gnrden," FarmLouise mid left a scared place in her used her liaiidkcn Idcf for a towel and surface seemed smooth enough, lie to warn him. But three miles of saner
ers' Bulletin 930. Other publicaIt was a night of snapping went buck lo take
memory.
She
up the duties life was too sensitive not to feel a differ- thought changed her purpose.
tions of the department, each
lire in the conk stove that lint water had laid upon her. The doctor's teuin ence, and he was too Innocent of any dared not leave her mother all
VIEWS
SECRETARY
HOUSTON'S
day, for
describing the culture of an immight t.e always ready; of tireless was hitched to the light buggy he wrongdoing or thinking to guess what one thing, and for another she could
portant garden crop, nre of spe-cistruggle Willi the pain that eaiiie and drove, and the doctor was standing in was the matter. Guilt is a
warn
Ward without letting
scarcely
Interest to truck growers.
tortured, retired sullenly from Billy Hie doorway with his sipiare medicine
of personal atmosphere, and Ward him see that she felt he needed warnGardeners and Truck Growers Should
Write the department of agriculLouise's sluliliorn lighting Willi poul- case in his hand waiting to give lier a hud none of It. The worst of him she ing, and even Billy Louise shrank from
Meet
Local Demands Increase
ture for the publication you
tices ami turpentine elollis and every few liual directions before be left.
had known for more than a year. He what might follow.
need.
Commercial Production Wherhealhomely remedy she had ever heard uf.
hud
and
she
hud
told
her himself,
The stock Inspector stopped again on
He was like so many doctors he
ever Possible.
and came ugiiin just when she thought seemed lo be afraid to tell the whole ed the hurt almost of the pust by her his way back to the railroad. Hilly
sin- hud won
lie fight.
truth about his patient, lie stuck to firm belief in him and by lier friend- Louise was so anxious that she smothwith Its largely increased staff. It will
Gardeners, fall In!
There was no lime to give thought to evasive optimism and then neutralized ship. Could you expect Ward to guess ered her dislike and treated him nicewith all state agencies, esA call for more food from America's
the tronble that hud ridden luiine with the reassurances he uttered by empha- that she had seen her faith in him die ly, which thawed the man to an alarmcollier. tjiiiiicu Its presence was like a sizing tin- gardens, both the commercial and the pecially the state agricultural
of being notilied if a violent death no longer than two ing amiability. She questioned him artnecessity
leges, to bring about the planting of
home plots. Is contained In the delilack v.sli'iilow hehiud her while she Mrs. Mail tun a Id showed
weeks ugo? Such u possibility uever fullytrust Billy Louise for that an
sympany
more war gardens, to see that they are
l
hud went to and fro hetween
occurred to him.
she decided that the stock inspector
partment of agriculture's agricultural
toms of uuother uttack.
maintained throughout the season, and
ied room and kitchen and f uut;lil that
For all that he felt there was a dif- was either a very poor detective or a
production program for 1918, recently to
Hilly Louise ran into her own room,
Insure the prompt consumption or
tearing puiii.
a can of talcum and did not ference somewhere. He carried back very good actor. He did not, for in- He Wrote
grahhi-Letter to Billy Louise. announced. This Is what the program preservation for future use of all perShe met Hie dawn hollow eyed and wait to see whether she applied it even- with him a tit of the blues which seem- stance, mention any corral hidden In a
says to the gardeners :
In these gardens or
to have attacked him without cause blind canyon away back in the hills, made Billy Louise cry when she read
so tired slu- could not worry very luiicll ly lo her telltale
Murket gurdens nenr large consulti ishables produced
eyelids, but dubbed ed
ahoiit anything. Her inntlier slept un- at them or. the way to her mother's or pretext, since he had not quarreled mid Billy Louise did not mention it, it, aud he made her suy "Dear Ward" ng centers should be Increased so ns otherwise. More effective assistance
with Hilly Louise and hud been warm- either. He had not found any worked under her breath and remember how to meet us nearly as possible the also will be rendered In the marketeasily to prove that the battle had not room.
of perishable products through the
gone altogether against the girl who
"Doctor says you're all right, mom- - ly welcomed by "mommie." Poor mom-mi- brands, he said. And he did not up pern- his hair waved over his left temple needs of the community and in order ing
was looking white and frail, and io know anything further about Ward and how he looked when thut smile hid to obviate the necessity of transport greatly extended dally market news
had fought the night through. She had line; only you uiustn t go digging post
her reward in full measure when the holes or shoveling buy for awhile."
her temples were too distinctly veined than the mere fact of his existence.
Just behind his lips and bis eyes, and ing such products from dlstunt points. service of the bureau of markets and
the weekly reports of truck crop protold
it
Ward
himself
doctor calm', in Hie heal of noon, and
with
he made her forget that she had lost
that
a
purple.
a
"There's
fellow
down
re!"
to do all that is pos- duction
I
It Is
Her mother
"No,
holding
guess not
prepared by the bureau of
after terrihle minutes of suspense for sponded unconsciously to Hie stimuli!-- j was no wonder his Wilheminu acted claim away over on Mill creek," he fnith in him. She needed to cry, and sible toImportant
relieve the strain upon
estimates.
crop
He meant to had remarked. "I'll look hlra up when she needed to remember and also to
Hilly Louise while lie counted pulse tion of Hilly Louise's tone. "I couldn't strained and unnatural.
facilities.
took temperature
and studied
anil
ever aud get his I come back, though Seabeck suys he's forget some things, for life wus a hard.
dig holes with a teaspoon, I'm that work harder than
The planting of home gardens, es
dull drub in Boise, with nothing to
symptoms, told her that she hud done weak and useless. Did he say wfut it stake so that he could go and. make all right."
FARMERS BOUND TO WIN.
pecially for family needs and for pre
to take care of
well mid that she and her homely poul"Ward Is all right," asserted Hilly lighten it save a vicarious hope that
was, Hilly Louise?" The sick are al-- , lier give him the right
foods
for
future
use,
ugain
serving
tices had held hack trugedy from that ways so curious about their Illnesses.
did not comfort.
her.
Louise rather unwisely.
The record of farmers last year,
should be emphasized.
house.
He began to figure the cost of com
"Haven't a doubt of it. I thought
Billy Louise was not stupid. She
"Oh, your lumbago got to scrapping
The commercial production of per made In the face of obstacles, is ground
Hilly Louise lay down upon the couch with your liver. I forgot the name he muting his homestead right away, so maybe he might have seen something saw through the vagueness of the docfor confidence on their part that with
that he would not have to "hold it that might give us a clew." Perhaps tors, and. besides, she was so hungry ishables generally should be Increused
out on the hack porch and slept heavgave It, but it's nothing to worry
above normal wherever It is reason equal application and organization
ily for three hours, while Phoebe and ubout." Hilly Louise had imagination, down" for another three years. Maybe the stock Inspector was wiser than she for her hills that she felt like beating
she would not want to bring her moth- gave him credit for being. He did not the doctors with her fists because they ably clear that transportation and mar- they can overcome the dilcultles this
the doctor watched over lier mother.
remember.
year, according to Secretary Houston.
In Hint at any rate pursue the subject any fur did nothing to make her mommie well keting facilities will be favorable.
She woke with a start. She had heeii
"1 guess he'd think it was something er so far off the main road.
Unquestionably there will be difficulof
the
Last
perish
would
and
down
use
he
that
year
production
go
taken
to
had
dream
and
the
home.
to
he
put
She
hate
dreaming",
found an opportunity to enough
go
ther until
grew
to worry about if he had it," her moth
ties to surmount difficulties In refrom tier cheeks what little color her er retorted fretfully, hut reassured nev- Wolverine place in shape. Ho had no talk to Mrs. MucDonald herself. Then the nurse and her neutral cheerfulness. ables is estimated to huve been 50 per
to labor and In respect to ferThat is how the fall passed for Billy cent greater than normal. Notwith spect
night vinil had left. She had dreamed ertheless hy Hie casual manner o" Hilly squeamishness about living on ber he artfully mentioned the fellow on
both as to price and quantity.
tilizers,
market
the
the
wantown
of
his
if
she
ranch
instead
In
output,
men
large
was
standing
Ward
winof
that
that
the
Mill creek, and because she did not Louise and the early part
danger,
Louise. "I believe I could eat a little
Prices of farm machinery, also, with
were hunt.ng him for what he hud done mite of toast and drink some tea," she ed it that way. He meant to be bet- know any reason for caution be got all ter.
other things, have risen. In some re
ter "hooked up" financially than she the information he wanted and more,
ut that corral. The corral seemed the added
r
tentatively.
situation may
spects the
POTATO
CROP
BIG
more
KEEP
have
was
cattle
UP
he
when
and
between
Ward
a
and
the
of
center
put for mommie was in one of ber garlight
"And an egg poached soft if you want
not be quite so difficult as last year, alon her linger.
S.
U.
SPECIALISTS
Then
he
the
ADVISE
gold
men. She dreamed that he came to
ring
rulous humors.
Billy Louise is sorely troubled
mom. I'hoehe just brought in the
it,
though It will continue to be especially
her and that she must hide him away eggs." Hilly Louise went out humming would do whatever she wanted him to
in her suspicions of Ward. Ha
After that the days drifted quietly
acute In certain sections of the counThe normal acreage of Irish
Hut though she took
do, and he would not have to crucify for a month and grew nippier at each
ti ml save him.
coolis
her
by
apparent
puzzled
an
under
her
if
breath
unconcernedly
try. The cantonments have been built
his: pride doing it.
and sweet potatoes should be
li in to a cave, which was secret enough
end and lazier in the middle, which
ness, and later offers help.
she had not a care beyond the prope
and there will not be a renewal of urYou see, they could not have quar- meant that the short summer was over
maintained In 1918 notwithstandfor lier purpose, yet she could not feel toasting of the bread and brewing of
gent demands in many sections for
that he was safe even there. There the tea.
reled, since Ward curried castles as and that fall was getting ready to
ing the large crops In 1917, the
labor for such work. The draft regu(TO BE CONTINUED.)
well as the blues. In fact, their partmenace.
was something-som- e
department of agriculture beOne need not go to war or voyage to
paint the wooded slopes with her gaylations provide for the deferred classi
lieves. This is especially true
Hilly Louise went softly into the the far corners of the earth to find the ing had given Ward an uneven pulse est colors and that one must prepare
fication of skilled farm labor. The
HAVE A LESSON IN FRENCH
for a mile, for Billy Louise had gone for the siege of winter.
In view of the necessity of rehouse, tiptoed to Hie door of her moth- - stuff heroes are made of.
with him as usual as far us the corral
population of the country has Iner's room and saw that she lay (piiet,
It was some time in the latter part
leasing more wheat for export.
creased somewhat within the past
when he started home. And when of September that Billy Louise got up Family and Friends of Young Indianwith her eyes closed. Heside the win-Potatoes, both Irish and sweet,
CHAPTER VII.
Ward had picked up his reins and turn- in the middle of a frosty night because
year. The secretary of war has asked
are the most popular and most
dow the doctor sat with his siectacles
apolis Officer Learn the Meaning
ed to put his toe in the stirrup Billy she heard her mother
congress for power to furlough solof "Sans Origin."
far down towaril the end of his nose,
generally used of the perishable
Each In His Own Trail.
moaning. That
diers of the National army for agri
Louise bud come close to his very was the beginning. She sent John off
The
stable
department,
crops.
reading a pale green pamphlet that he
In
this world is abso- shoulder. Ward hud turned his face
othing
cultural service if necessary.
son
of
a
and
must liuve brought in his pocket. Phoe SIXt'E
The
beextension
its
publifor
the
before
Indianapolis
prominent
and
through
daylight
doctor,
Imtnutable
the human toward
her, and Billy Louise Billy fore the next night she stood with ber business man recently received a combe was down by Hie creek washing
cation activities, Is encouraging
emotions least of all perhap- sclothes in the shade of a willow clump. Hilly Louise did not hold changeless Louise had impulsively taken his bead lips pressed together and watched the mission and was called for service In
their greater use, especially the
A8KS $6,000,000 TO BUY SEED.
two
hands, had looked doctor count mommie's pulse and take France, relates the Indianapolis News.
use of the Irish potato, as a parShe went into her own room, still her broken faith in Ward. She saw it hetween ber
into his eyes and then had kissed mommie's temperature and drew In her
deep
in
of
friends
wheat
the
The
and
for
tial
her
on
substitute
toes.
was
In
many
her
trunk
family
broken into fragments before the evi- him
walking
The secretary of agriculture has
wistfully on the lips. Then she breath hardly when she saw how long young lieutenant were anxious to learn
a nine plush box of the kind that is dence of her own eyes and the fragasked congress for an appropriation
fadhe studied the thermometer after- of his safe trip across, and the father
one
The yield per acre can be
was
It
Christinas.
to
at
ments ground to dust beneuth the
given
of $6,000,000 to enable the department
ward.
received many inquiries about his
made more certain by greater
ed ami the clasp was showing brassy weight of what she knew of his past
of agriculture to buy and sell seed to
There was a month or so of going son's welfare during the weeks of siattention to the selection of diseaut the edgi-s- . Sitting upon her bed with bings he had told her himself. So she
farmers at cost at a reasonable price.
to and fro on her toes and of watching lence following his departure.
se-free
the box in her lap Hilly Louise puwert thought there was no more faitb In
potatoes of good variIt Is the purpose of the department
the clock with a mind to medicine giv
eties, by treatment of seed potaFlnnlly a cablegram was received
nastily in Hie jumble of keepsakes it him, and her heart went empty and
if the sum suggested Is made avail
toes Immediately before planting. There were nights and nights and and the word was passed around that
held: an eagle's claw which she meant nchiiig through the next few days.
able, to take immediate steps to se- for a
nights when the cabin window winked the soldier boy had lnnded safely.
M.me time to have mounted
ing, and by the use of sprays to
Hut, since Billy Louise was human
cure, test and store at least a portion
like a star fallen into the coulee from Someone thoughtfully inquired Just
iirooch: three or four arrowheads of and a woman not altogether because
prevent loss from blight
of the supply of these seeds that will
dusk to red dawn. Ward rode over where the cablegram came from, and
the shiny, bla'k stuff which the Indians she was twenty she stopped after
be needed for this season. The seed
once, stayed all night and went home a close Inspection of the message rewere said to have brought from Yel- - awhile, gathered carefully the dust of
in a silent rage because he could not vealed what was thought to be either Ing difficulties were relatively less will be sold to farmers only for cash
biwstone park; a knot of green ribbon her dead faith, and, like God, she bedo a thing.
which she had worn to a St. Patrick's gan to create.
than in former years because of the at a reasonable price and it Is providthe port of landing or the headquarFirst she fashioned
ed that the fund may be used as a reThere was a week of fluctuating ters of American troops. It was writ- effective efforts of the people throughlav dance in Hoise; rattlesnake rattles doubts of her doubt.
How did she
of all sizes; several folded clippings
hope and a time when the doctor said ten plainly enough, across the top of out the country, assisted by federal volving fund until the secretary of
know she hud not made a mistake.
mommie must go to a hospital Boise, the message "San Sorlgln." Specu- and state agencies, to conserve these agriculture determines that the emerverses that had caught her fancy and there at that corral? Other men wore
since she had friends there. And there lation was rife; office associates products for future use by canning, gency contemplated by the appropriahad been put away and forgotten: an gray hats and rode dark bay horses:
was a terrible, nerve racking journey brought out atlases ; maps and encyclo- preserving, pickling and drying. The tion no longer exists. Under the cirshe had found once. She other men wore slim and tall, and she
auilier
to the railroad. And when Ward rode pedias were consulted to find out. If department again will actively assist cumstances it Is believed that it will
turned the box upside down in her lap had only had a glimpse, after all, and
next to the Wolverine ranch there was possible, whether the young officer was In the conservation of perishables, as be possible to return to the treasury
aud shook It. It must be there the the light was deceptive down there in
no Billy Louise to taunt or tempt him. near the scene of activities, at a port, It did last summer, and will be able the entire amount appropriated or at
thing' she sought, the thing that had the shadows. When that first doubt
John Pringle and Phoebe told him in or in the south of France.
troubled her most in her dream; the was molded and she hud breathed Into
Finally to render more effective assistance least the greater portion of it
brief, stolid sentences of the later de someone with a knowledge of French
thing that was a menace while it ex- It the breath of life so that It stood
isted. It was at the very bottom of sturdily before her she took heart and
velopments and gave him a meal and spoiled all the fun by Informing the
offered him a bed. which be. declined.
the box, caught in a corner. She took created reasons, a whole company of
MORE FOOD IS NEEDED, SAYS SECRETARY HOUSTON
eager group that "Sans origin" was
When the suspense became madden the French equivalent to "somewhere,"
it out with fingers that trembled, crum- them, to tell her why she ought to give
In spite of the large production in many directions during 1917,
She
ing after that be would ride down to or, literally, without origin. The capled it into a little ball so that she Ward the benefit of the doubt.
the situation Is not satisfactory. The supply of wheat In this nation
the Wolverine for news. And the news ble operator who had copied the mescould not read what it said, straight- remembered what Charlie Fox bad said
and In the world Is Inadequate. Owing to short crops in preceding
was monotonously scant Phoebe could
ened it immediately and read it re- about circumstantial
evidence.
She
sage had merely divided the letters
number of Important commodities have been
years the reserves of
read and write after a fashion, and In the two words at the wrong place.
luctantly from the beginning to the end would not make the mistake he had
greatly reduced. Whether the war continues or not the demands of
where the last word was clipped short made.
Billy Louise sent her a letter now and
this country, because of the increasing population and of the needs of
with hasty scissors. A paragraph cut
So she spent other days and long,
then, saying that mommie was about
To Remove Smoke Stains,
Europe, will be great They will continue to be great for a considerfrom a newspaper it was; yellow and wakeful nights. And since it seemed
the same and that she wanted John
This suggestion' will he beneficial to
able period, even after peace returns. There will be an especially
to do certain things about the ranch.
frayed from contact with other objects, Impossible to bring her faitb to life
housewives who have not the convenstrong demand made on this country for meats and live stock. Secrenot
said.
she
could
leave
Sne
mommie,
It
bad
as
with
telling of things
the
been,
again just
ience of electricity or the modern gas
Houston.
tary
would
cot
that
she
her
Ward
bit
Louise
romance
until
and
the
sweetness
of
gathered
lips
they
Billy
glamor
He Was Like So Many Doctor- sfixtures. Frequently the celling above
was
be
be
the
ranch
when
at
Once
hurt, but she could not keep back the of pity and the strength of ber own In
Afraid to Tell the Truth.
an
gas jet becomes diswrote a letter to Billy Louise and told
tears that came hot and stinging while nocence to make it a beautiful faith
from smoke and heat The
he read. She slid the little heap of Indeed, she used all ber innocence and had turned and fled up the path, war- her that he would come to Boise If colored
Every bushel of small grain sown
discoloration may be removed if
odds and ends to the middle of the bed, all her pity and a little of romance and ing bim away up the trail. And, though there was anything be could do and
should be fanned.
and water Is applied
of
crushed the clipping Into her palm and created something even sweeter than Ward never guessed, that to her that begged her to let him know if she layer a starch
of flannel. After the mixwent out stealthily into the immaculate her untried faitb had been. She had a kiss was a penitent vow of loyalty to needed any money. Beyond that he with piece
has dried It should be brushed
It is usually quite difficult' to get
kitchen. As if she were being spied new element to strengthen it. She their friendship and a slap in the face worked and worked and tried to crowd ture
with a brash. No stain or
clover started on sandy soils.
lightly
out
to
his
went
of
the
and
lonesomeness
loved
stove,
doubt
knew
devils
she
Ward.
still
of
She
that
she
that
the
days
cautiously
had
the
upon
pursued
will remain.
lifted a lid and dropped the clipping In learned that from the hurt it bad given her weaker moments. It set him plan- the hunger from bis dreams with com- mark
Alsike clover Is a legume, and It
Probably more alfalfa failures have
exnot
did
He
weariness.
bone
ever
for
than
where the wood blazed the brightest her to lose her faith in him.
harder
that stake plete
ning
een due to an add soil than to any Just as beneficial In building np runCanadian Soldier Had S4 Wounds.
She watched it flare and become nothThat was the record of the Inner he must win before he dared urge her pect an answer to his letter at least
A.
T.
Staines
of the other one cause.
Lance Corporal
down soils as any other legume.
he told himself that be did not but
ing not even a pinch of ash's; the Billy Louise which no one ever saw. further toward matrimony.
Mounted lines Is the most
It's a wonder that the kiss did not one day Phoebe gave bim a thin little Canadian man
Hipping was not very large. When It The Billy Louise which her little world
In
London
wounded
evei treated
It has been estimated that the AmerMany persons have failed to grow
war gone she put the lid back and knew went her way unchanged except wipe out completely the somber mood letter.
He has been In- ican fanner allows fully
d
of bmssels sprouts simply because they
hospital.
went tiptoeing to the door. Then she in small details that escaped the no- that held him. That It did not but
Billy Louise did not write much. military home
Calgary with 84 his stock manure to get away from did not allow time enough for the vegran.
tice of those nearest her. A look In served merely to tangle his thoughts hi She explained that she could only valided most ofto them
from the exetable to fully mature.
most hopeless manner, perhaps scribble a line or two while mommie wounds,
Tbocbe was dowa by the creek, so ber eyes for one thing; a hurt, quesof single rifle grenade.
Billy Louise went to the stable,; tioning look that was sometimes re proves how greatly the inner life of slept Mommie was about the same. I plosion
THAT HER LOVE FOR WARD
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HOME GARDEN

PLAN SAVES TIME,
MONEY, AND LABOR FOR GARDENER

PLAN

PREPARE

AND

Prepare to do your part In
Increasing America' feed sup-- ,
ply by raiting your own vegetable In your heme garden.
Plan your Harden on paper.
Map out your campaign. You
will profit through time, labor,
and money saved.
Planning la preparing.
Plan your home garden in advance,
Make a diagram of the available
apace; allot the ground to the vegetables you want to grow. Prepare to
make your garden work until frost
next fall. That Is advice to home
of the
gardener by horticultures
United States Department of Agriculture.
Interest in the planning all members of the family, especially the children who, by being given a partnership now, will know their duties when
the time comes. Read such garden
ing publications as are available.
Write to the Department of Agriculture for a home gardening bulletin.
In making a diagram of the garden
it is well to use tough paper, such as
heavy wrapping paper, which will
stand repeated handling out of doors.
A fairly large scale should be adopted so that full notes can be kept in
the spaces representing rows. If the
garden is fairly large or abnormally
long the diagram may be made in separate sections for the sake of convenience.
Plan for Home Needs.
A typical plan of this character is
shown In the illustration.. This plan,
of course, is of use chiefly as an ex
ample, and in most cases a different
arrangement will be necessary to meet
the conditions surrounding individual
garden spaces. On the plun the gardener may Indicate the approximate
date when each of his projected crops
No more space
is to be planted.
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Points to Consider.
Remember these points in planning,
your garden:
A gentle slope toward the south oi
southeast Is most desirable for th
production of early crops. It Is an
advantage to have protection on the
north and northeast by either a hill,
a group of trees or hedge, buildings,
a tight board fence or a stone wall
to break the force of the wind.
The land should have sufficient
drainage for surplus water to run off
during beuvy rains, but the fall should
not be so great that the soil will be
washed. Fill up holes in which water
will accumulate. Avoid banks of a
creek or stream liable to overflow.
A good fence around the garden plot
is almost indispensable to keep out
dumaglng animals.
The garden should be ns near the
kitchen as possible so that the work
of caring for the crops may be done
at odd times and so that the vegetao the
bles are quickly available
housewife.

o

V

f,

to raise a single crop on each plot of
land at their disposal, but it is quite
possible to grow two or three crops
of some vegetables In one season.
A primary consideration in arranging the garden Is the kind of cultivation to be employed. Where the work
Is to be done mainly by menns of
tools the arrangement
should be such as to give the longest
possible rows ond a straight outline
should be followed.
The garden
should be free from paths across the
rows and turning spaces should be
provided at the ends. For hand cultivation (the method that probably
will be used by most home gardeners)
the arrangement can be quite different, as the garden may be laid out in
sections with transverse walks and
the rows can be much closer for most
crops.
Remember Early Vegetables.
It Is also Important to consider the
location of permanent crops such ai
asparagus and rhubarb. If any of th
small fruits such as raspberries, currants and gooseberries are to be
planted within the garden Inclosura
they should be included with the permanent crops. The location and area
for the hotbed,
or seedbed
should be decided upon, although
these may be shifted to some convenient place outside the garden.
Where there is great variety in tin
composition of the soil In different
parts of the garden It will be advisable to note this when arranging foi
the location of the various crops.
Such crops us celery, onions and late
cabbage should be plunted in land
that is not too low and moist. If pari
of the soil is high, warm and dry, that
is the proper location for early cropa
and those that need a quick, warm
horse-draw-

I

CCPLANATtOH

Plan for a Small Garden.
In this plan all the vegetables named

are planted In rowa acrosa from
the Inside' lateral rows of strawber-

ries. Aa rapidly as each kind of peas
matures nd the crop is over, kale is
planted in its place. The ground to
be used for tomatoes Is first planted
with onion sets, and these onions are
uaed aa rapidly aa needed. When the
time comes to set out the tomatoes,
some of the onion are dug to make
space for the tomato plants. When
the tomato crop Is over, the ground
is occupied by spinach as the third
crop. 8pinach Is also planted aa soon
as the bulb onion from the aide are
The beans, carrots, and
gathered.
peaa are succeeded by late cabbage,
and between th row of late cabbage
"potato-oViion- "
sets are planted. Late
bean are planted between th row
of parsnips after he radishes and lettuce have been gathered.
should be allotted to each than Is
needed to furnish a sufficient quantity
of the vegetable for family consumption or for other known needs.
Make the garden work all summer.
Make your plans so that when one
crop is ready for the table or for canning another vegetable can be planted between the old rows and new
plantings can take the space vacated.
Many home gardeners seem content

Lace Season Is
Quite Probable

SlIMSaiOOL
Lesson

Garden Space Valuable.
Just what vegetables are to be grown
depends, of course, upon the Individual
tastes of the family. In general, the
aim of the home gardener should be
to raise vegetables in which freshness
Is an Important quality. Peas, string
beans, Lima beans, asparagus and
sweet corn, for example, lose much If
they are not cooked almost Immediately after they are picked. In the
case of potatoes, corn, cucumbers,
squashes and melons, It should be remembered that these vegetables occu
py a large area In proportion to their
yield and In a small garden consume
valuable space which, in most cases,
could be used more profitably. In the
case of potatoes, however, It also
should be noted that they are easily
stored and are an extremely good
staple crop, and many gardeners will
And it to advantage to plant ns much
ground to potatoes as possible after
sufficient space has been ullotted to
the other garden crops.
Get Ready to Plant.

By knowing what and where and
how much you want to grow, by being
prepared witb your seeds and tools,
by mapping out your work In advance,

you will grow more and better vege
tables and save time, lubor and money,

Use All Available Space.
Intensive culture und carefully ar
ranged rotation, will help make every
foot of available space in the small
garden produce the maximum yield.
BE A "HOME GUARDENER"
The home gardens of America
are the home guard In food production.
The "home guerdener" of this
vear our second In the war is
forewarned and thus forearmed.
The "home guardener," before
he arm himself with bis hoe,
must fortify himself with knowledge.
Every peck of vegetables produced for home use this year
from ground that never before
grew Food will mean a certain
quantity of meat or wheat released for use behind our battle
lines.
Join the "home guare'eners."

Poor Potato Seed.
Grow Two or More Crop.
Potatoes which sprout in the cellar
Most owners of small gardens are producing long white tender sprouts
content to raise a single crop on each should not be used for seed purposes
plat of land at their disposal, but It as they will give poor results.
Is finite possible to grow two or three
Destroy Insects and Pests.
crops of some vegetables In one sea- Late winter plowing destroys many
harmful insects and pests that hibernate in the ground or under debris.
Danger of Frost.
Frost is less likely to injure vegetaGarden Mistake.
bles planted on high ground than those
It is a mistake to try to put out mors
"planted In low place or valleys into
which the heavier cold air commonly staff in the garden than cam bo properly cared for.
settles.

(By E. O. SELLERS. Acting Director ot
the Sunday School Course of the Moody
Bible Institute, Chicago.)
(Copyright, till, Western Newspaper t'nlon.)

LESSON FOR MARCH 17
JESUS
(May

FORTH
TWELVE.

SENDING

THE

be used with missionary application.)

LESSON TEXT Mark 6:1-3GOLDEN TEXT-Fre- ely
ye have received, freely give. Matt. 10:8.
MATERIAL
ADDITIONAL
FOR
I fa. 40:3-TEACHERS Romans 10:13-116:9-12:1-Matt. 28:16-2Acta 1:6-PRIMARY TOPIC Jesue feeding the
hungry.
MEMORY VERSE-Gl- ve
ye them to eat.
Mark 6:37.
52:7.
VERSE-Isa.
JUNIOR MEMORY
TOPIC-MewsenINTERMEDIATE
or ChrlBt.
JUNIOR AND ADULT TOPIC-T- he
power ot the Gospel of Christ.
The time of this lesson wits autumn,
A. D. 28; the locution Galileo.
I. Marvelous Unbelief, (vv. 1 :1 On).
Jesus Is rejected the second time nt
Nazareth. He entered Into the syna-

gogue on the Sabbath, as was his custom, and the people were astonished
at his doctrine. His application of
the scripture was similar to that of
his first rejection. The significance f
this visit Is found In verses 5 nnd 6
the limitation of the mighty Christ
through unbelief by those who knew
him best.
II. The Mission of the Twelve, (vv.
From the parallel account we
find why Jesus sent forth tliesp disciples (Matt, 9:36) because the people were scattered ns sheep without a
shepherd. In the tenth chapter of
Slatthcw we find the names of those
the fifth
whom he sent out (vv.
verse of which designates that only
Jews were Included In this mission.
Wt neetl to remember that these tils,
ciples were sent out before his crucifixion.
Their pilgrim character Is
shown In Mark 6:9, and the solemn
manner of their dealing with those
who reject them Is Indicated In verse
eleven. They were being sent forth
as sheep In the midst of wolves. They
were to be delivered up to the council
and haled before the rulers of the
synagogues, but with them was to go
an enabling power (Matt. 10:20).
Meeting persecution wns to he a port
of their program. They anticipate the
persecution with which Christ is Identified, for he exhorts them (Matt.
10:28-31)- ,
to lie of courage and to fear
not, for are they not "of more value
than the sparrows?" Their going forth
wns to bring divisions (Matt. 10::!4),
but also a reward to those who received them aright a righteous man's
Notice
reward.
(Matt. 10:40-42.- )
and
their obedience (Mark 6:12-13their achievements ns the visible evidence of the power they hail received.
III. Malignant Hate. (vv.
Mark gives us the most complete account of the death of John the Ilnptlst.
It Is not n lesson that we need to emphasize to the scholars of the younger
grades, hut It has a deep significance
to those of the more advanced departments of the Sunday school; and If
w are going to get the scope of the
whole Kpistle of Mark, It must be considered. H"rod thought he had triumphed, but he was tlefeated. Thus It
is with the sinner ulwnys he overshoots the mark, Germany's hntred of
Kngland stands In the way of Its complete domination of Europe, and It
was Germany's pride which caused It
to make those military blunders which
prevented It from capturing Paris, So
It Is with Satan nnd the sinner; Just
when (he victory seems to be complete
God Intervenes. "They that be for us
are more than they that are against
us." The counteracting power of God
offsets the devil's hatred so that we
nre made "more than conquerors
through hlin that loved ns."
It was because Jesus sent forth
these disciples that they were called
apostles, literally "sent ones." They
had been called unto him (Mark 0:7),
then sent forth, not singly, but by
twos, so today the lonely servant has
with him the Holy Spirit. Our message Is "pence," but we must have
peace ourselves If we are to Impart It
to others.
If punishment Is to be measured by
the amount of light one sins against,
the heaviest punishment must rest
upon those In America and England
who know the gospel hut reject It.
It Is evident that the disciples received great power (vv. 12, 13) as suggested by their return (v. 30). They
acted wisely In telling Jesus "nil
things," both what they hntl done and
taught. Although sent forth, they were
not to spend time in visiting nnd entertaining, nor In seeking the hospitality of the rich. They were to bo
wholly dependent upon God, taking
nothing wlfli them In their Journey- Ings, hut staff and sandals, betokening
their pilgrim churncter. The gospel of
Mark gives us the picture of the Ideal
servant.
fa-10-

Keep your face always toward the
sunshine and the shadowa will fall
behind you. M. U. Whitman.

Do all the
means
In all the
places
At all the
people
Ae long as

good you
you can,
ways you
you can,
times you
you can,
ever you

can, by all the
can, In all the
can, to all the

of being
New York. Paris and Palm Beach they give no evidence
command the attention of those whose stingily cut, that Is, they do not outfortunes are tied np In women's ap- line the figure by the sheer result of
parel. Paris Is more important In a scissors and seams. They show the
large sense; Palm Beach In a small- figure and attain attenuation by means
er sense.
It depends on the view- of drapery that is aa difficult as it Is

point.
Paris Is exhibiting to the American
-- Wesley.
buyers the things that we will wear;
In using pineapple Juice or fruit In
Palm Beach Is exhibiting to society
gelatin It Is well to remember that
SAVORY FOODS.
and the fashion reporters those things
there Is a substance In
that were devised for us to wear as
acts
which
pineapple
Hominy Is one of our cheaper cereals long ago as the first of December.
upon gelatin, digesting and should be more
We
freely used.
Nearly all of the fashions that are
It, so a little more should
say cheuper, yet corn be worn nt Pulm Beach have been sketchhe used when pineapple
cause of Its scarcity has ed and detailed, because
they were
Is the basis of the pudnot been cheap, but anturned out by American dressmakers
ding or dessert of uny
other year with a good through local Inspiration or through
kind.
crop It will, we hope, be adaptation of early French models
( Sugar, salt and spices
back to its normal price. before or Just nfter the Christmas seaIf added to pumpkin the
Potatoes are plentiful son.
day before using will
this year and wo are beTherefore, a fashion writer states,
make a much belter
ing asked to use them It is more imporlunt to dip into the fupie than If added when ready to
more freely as our farmture nnd recount what Paris has shown
fill. Cookies should be mixed the day
ers will not be willing to to the American buyers. Whut is now
before, and doughnuts If mixed and alIf worn In Palm Beach we will undoubtraise
another
big
crop
lowed to stiffen where it Is cold there is not tl good market for them.
edly wear through the spring, but so
roll and cut much better and make u
Hominy Cakes. Take half a cupful far, In a big season of that resort,
In
summer,
when
fried.
cake
lighter
of milk, two cupfuls of cooked hominy, there Is
nothing of extraordinary origplnce the dough on Ice, in winter set one egg, a half cupful of flour, a bulf
inality, and whatever Is done lias been
out to chill. Pound cuke Is much betof
n
of
tenspoonful
salt,
foretold and outlined.
ter If the flour nnd butter are rubbed teuspoonful
linking powder all well mixed and well
It has been the toss up with the
together, then udded to the beaten eggs beaten. Hake on a hot griddle.
pleasure seekers as to whether It was
which have had the sugar folded Into
a
fine
make
breakfas'
Hominy grlls
best to fight out the situation In the
them. Add the flour mixture a little nt food.
Use one cupful of grits and five North or go to the evil they knew
a time, not to lose the lightness of the
cook
;
salt
of
with
water
not of In the South, nnd I lie result has
boiling
cupfuls
eggs.
three hours in a double boiler. Tills divided the great mass of moneyed
Use mnce for various dishes where
or
food
a
as
breakfast
may be used hot
people into two ramps.
nutmeg Is usually usetl.
fried as mush.
The same trouble that confronted
A tahlespoonful of cream to a quart
nut!
the pleasure seekers in going to Palm
Savory Nuts. Hlanch chestnuts
of sherbet, Improves nil flavors, mak- cook
them until tender in milk, lieu Beach were udded thereunto 100 per
ing a smoother frozen dish.
anil cent for those who went to Paris to
iiuish and serve with
honey
Keep a roll of toilet paper, the whipped cream. A most delicious comrepresent our business firms and bring
cheaper kind, near at hand where a bination.
back the allotment of 2,000 gowns,
spot on the floor, or a table or a
Carrot Pudding. Take n which we consider n good showing In
Eggless
soiled dish may be quickly wiped and half
pound of grated carrot, add a half this country.
the paper burned saving the use of a a
Last fall this allotment fell short
pound of suet finely chopped, a pound
cloth.
of a pound of by 500 gowns, nnd It is not easy to
of raisins,
to
use
nre
handy
Spring clothespins
a tenspoonful of salt, a half of a say whether the buyer will do better
in the kitchen for holding a cloth sugar,
nutmeg, a tenspoonful of soda, or worse this season. Cargo space Is
while straining fat or other things. grated
a pound of flour, and an ounce of exceptionally valuable going over, but
Fasten them through the cloth to the
peeled pumpkin seeds. Mix well, mid there still seems to be much room
side of the vessel.
enough cold water to moisten uud put coming back, and the buyers have
so
scrubbed
stairs
the
cellar
Keep
Into a greased mold. Steam three learned to
great quantities of
In
not
soiled
be
will
that skirts
going hours. Serve with any preferred clothes into bring
the port as personal bagdown stairs. Another safety device Is sauce.
gage, which helps matters.
painting the bottom stair white If the
Bran Cookies. Take a half
Honey
Callot will not allow this, and, thereceliac Is dark, to save falling.
of sugar, a fourth of a tenspoonfore, the clothes from that house do
A little oil or tallow rubbed on the cupful
a
half
of
ful each
cinnamon nnd ginger,
not urrlve until after most of the seacork of the glue bottle will keep It
tenspoonful of soda, three cupfuls of sonal fashions are settled In this counfrom drying Into the bottle.
a
half try.
bran, a half cupful of honey,
Devll't Cake Without Eggs. Take a
cupful of milk, a half cupful of melted
So, what Palm Reach Is doing, we
cupful of brown sugar, four
The gown there shows the
shortening. Drop from n spoon upon know.
of softened fat, two
u buttered sheet and bake 15 minutes.
slender silhouette, a prevalence of
of molasses In the place of
bluck and white worn separately or
two eggs, a half square of chocolate
together, the second Introduction of
Good things come not out of bad
melted In four tnblespoonfuls of boilthings; wisely leave a longed-fo- r
gingham and the experiment with the
ing wnter, a cupful of sour milk, a
calico of the Southern mills.
Nectar
tenspoonful of soda and a teuspoonful
being mixed with poison,
There Is no return to lingerie gowns,
s
serves no purpose but to kill.
of baking powder sifted with two
as was faintly promised, but there Is
of flour. Add vanilla to flavor.
an overwhelming vote cast for Jersey
Wonder Muffins. Take a cupful and GOOD THINGS FOR THE TABLE.
In its artificial silk weave as well as
a quarter of chicken fat, one and a
weave that looks like
Simple foods, well cooked, nre the or- the thin woolen
third cupfuls of sugar, one egg, half n
men's underwear.
the
economical
of
For
der
nil
a
one
day.
half
of
and
milk,
cupfuls
cupful
Cornflower blue, deep pink, plaids,
meatless dish try
of flour, two and a half teuspoonfuls of
checks nnd touches of crimson are
: Soak
the
following
and
Mix
bake
as
usual
baking powder.
over night one pint worn. None of these facts is new
In gem pans.
Serve at once.
of kidney beans, to those who huve watched the progWe ought to acquaint ourselves with
boil until tender. ress of fashions since Christmas.
the beautiful; we ought to contetn-plutThe Fashions In France.
three chopped
Fry
It with rapture anil at tempt to
In Paris, the buyers have not found
onions In a
raise ourselves up to lis height.
of fat un- any astounding Inspirations, but they
til brown, then add have been faced with enough that Is
FEEDING THE CHILD.
the beans and half new, to realize that they can make a
The wise mother appreciates the im- a can of toiuutocs with a quarter of a persuasive appeal to women in the
mense value of teaching her child to pound of macaroni broken Into lilts. spring. They also know that the silmasticate Its solid Simmer until the macaroni Is tender; houette has been definitely changed.
season well and serve.
Skirls are exceedingly narrow ut
fond well, beginHeat a cupful of the hem and tucked under, to resemble
Honey Cookies.
ning with Its first
mouthful. The hab- strained honey, add a cupful of sugar, zouave trousers ; panels of tulle and
s
o' a cupful of milk, u of a new metallic Egyptian stuff ore
soon be
it will
formed which will quarter of a cupful of shortening. Af- used back and front to form this trounever be broken, ter boiling, cool and add five and a half sered effect on a nnrrow skirt.
well masticatGirdles are wrupped around the
cupfuls of flour sifted with a teaspoon
ed is much easier fill of salt and three teuspoonfuls of hips and waist. In Oriental form. The
of digestion, less baking powder; add to the first mix hips are not fitted to the figure, unture with the yolks of three eggs well less by one of these Oriental girdles.
food is eaten, as the appetite is sooner satisfied ami In consequence no food beaten. Add a cupful of chopped nut
While all the skirts are slender,
Is wnsled. A child should never be
meats, a tenspoonful of almond extract,
to hurry or to eat when excited ; Itoll thin, cut anil bake In u hot oven.
FRILLS AND FANCIES.
Braised Chicken. Melt a teuspoon
forcing a child to cat after excitement
and play will often cause serious diges- ful of butter or butter substitute in u
Batiste threatens to supplant cotton
kettle, and when hot put the chicken
tive disturbances.
For a child from two to three, Into the kettle, turning it until all sides voile for blouses.
There Is quite n bit of talk about
orange Juice, prune Juice, the pulp of are well browned. Add one onion and
season ; the coming season
stewed prunes, baked apple anil some- one carrot, finely chopped and fried in an
times scraped ruw apple may be given butter until brown, season well and add is meant.
in the way of trimming embroidery
hut never Just before or just after a boiling water to half cover the chicken,
then cover and cook slowly until ten is In the front rank for decorating
feeding of milk.
The yolk of egg contains the growth der. A half cupful of macaroni may spring u Hire.
are
Novelty Shetland sweaters
stimulant which all young animals be added to the broth and cooked with
should have in some form. Milk, but- the chicken. When serving put the trimmed by narrow bands of white
ter, cream, green leaves of various chicken on a hot platter with the mac- knitted silk.
The fur coat with muff cuffs und
plants as well as clover nnd alfalfa aroni around It, with the gravy poured
wide pockets has sent the muff to a
contain this wonderful growing prin- over all.
Those that are
Sey Bean Loaf. Wash a pound of state of retirement.
ciple.
Cereals of various kinds long and soy beans, cover with cold water and carried are almost too small to menwell ookeil, If strained of course fiber let soak 24 hours, then put on to cook tion.
There Is a lavish use of the fine not,
will make a good food for the young with an onion stuck with two cloves, u
little salt, bay leaf and a half tenspooneither plain mesh or point d'esprlt on
rhild.
Sweets are craved by all children ful of thyme lied in a muslin cloth. georgette bloir s. The net Is plaited
and they should have them In the most Cover and cook gently until the beans Info narrow ruffles or shirred Into tiny
are tender. When cooked put them puffed bands.
digestible form which will lie
If you want to be proud of yourself
satisfying, that Is In dried fruit through a meut chopper, season with
like prunes, figs, raisins nnd apricots. salt and pepper, a half cupful of toma- wenr peacock blue; it Is one of the
Later a child may have a piece of to catsup and two canned plmentoes, best colors of the deinlsaison. If you
would be saintly select madonna blue,
wholesome candy after a meal, once or with the whites of two
twice a week, but a child Is better In eggs, chopped fine. Form Into a loaf, which Is just ns fashionable.
The bustle hut, which did not take
every way to get Its sugar from fruit. brush over with egg and roll in bread
of an very well, has a descendant. It is build- Dry toast, stale bread, graham crumbs. Bake
crackers and cwleback are all good hour in a moderate oven. Garnish with
parsley when serving.
breads for little people.
Corduroy Robes.
Simple desserts should not be given
A good warm bathrobe is a first nenntll the child Is two years old. Cuscessity if one lives in a country or a
tards, baked fruit with cream, rice
suburban fjiouse, where the furnace
rooked In milk and ripe fresh fruit
does not always give adequute service
will make a sufficient variety. Pastry
Harp Long in Us.
ohould never be given to a child until
Juhal Is credited with the Invention early in the dny.
And, pretty us flowing elbow sleeves
Ifter ten years of age.
of the harp, 3,875 years before Christ,
collars are In
The breakfast may be a little meal, and sacred writ tells of David playing and wide, turned-dowbut at noon the food should be the the harp before Snul 1063 B. C. It is theory a garment that protects the
heartiest with a supper of simple related in ancient manuscript that the arms clear to the wrists and that snugbread and milk, milk toast or some harp was in use In Ireland during the gles up closely about the throat is delight, easily digested food like rice and time of Geide, monarch of Ireland, sirable for those chilly mornings.
A very good corduroy robe Is called
about 859 B. C.
nllk.
the trench robe. It has straight lines
with a round,
nd is
collar that comes well up
Th Hour Stealer.
"Nerves" Easily Explained.
What is eccentricity in one stage of about the throat, and long coat sleeves
Procrastination, as the thief of time,
cuffs. Slanting pockshouldn't be nearly so bad if he didn't experience is natural in another, and with turned-baciteal any time but that of the procras-tinato- many a state the average physician ets are set at the hip, and there is a
But dawdling by one means calls "nerves" is really the movement straight buckled belt at the walsL
lelay for somebody else, snd often, for of the Individual on a larger orbit of
Modish Veils.
nany. Buffalo Times.
perception, expression and, perhaps,
While the scroll veil Is popular, it
realization. Gertrude Capen Whitney
B Cheerful.
bis a rival In the dotted veil. The latWa might to be as cheerful as we
ter may show the dots in heavy cheDeceiving.
pastelles or in emsn, if only because to be happy our- Bride (reproachfully) "Why dldn'l nille spots,ofvelvet
silk. Its chief allurement
selves is a most effective contribution you tell me that yon were in debt! broideries
the happiness of others. Sir John Ton seemed so unhappy that I thought lies in its novelty. Nearly all the new
veils have geometrical or Irregular
jubhock.
yon bad money"
meshes, tnsny of them so elaborated
HELPFUL HINTS.

can.

I

three-fourth- s

111

cup-ful-

e

tuble-spoonf-

three-quarter-

' In

th Nam of th Lord.
With the multitude, we acclaim our
king. We sing: "Blessed is he that
rometh ia the name of the Lord." But in
the solitude of our retrevt we ask hlta
to cleanse the temple of our heart, to
cast out all that offends his holy eyes,
that we may be ready to receive him
when the Lord whom we seek shall
snddenlv corse to bis temple.

France also shows this gown made
of silvered tulle and lace dropped over
a short gray satin petticoat and topped
by a gray satin blouse, with short, tight
sleeves.
stuff that is
very effective. The shimmer of It Is
obtained by some process similar to
the one used on the ribbons of six
years ago.
The Thread Lace Dinner Gown.
The half decollete evening gown
continues as the dominant fashion.
We have not yet accepted It whole
heartedly In America, but a larger degree of enthusiasm may be shown fur
It when the informal soclul life of
spring and summer begins.
Black tulle, thread lace und luce
flounces ure constantly shown to the
American buyers in the new evening
The bluck tulle Is embroidergowns.
ed with roses und large, conspicuous
designs formed of silk thread and
'
beads.
Thread lace Is revived in such u
fashion that one believes It was taken
from the shelves of other years nnd
from the trunks of other decades.
Pulm Bench has already started to
wear Chnntllly lace, and It Is mure
than probable that America will go
in for a lace season.
by a kind of Egyptian

(Copyright,

hard-cooke- d

Tutu 7vwYttc

n

double-breaste-

turn-dow-

k

r.

d

by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

1918,

ed after the plans of the Sammy helmet, with a bandeau nt the buck which
effect.
produces a
Among other smart trimmings for
the spring blouse are organdie uud batiste.
A splendid taupe coat of evorn cloth
has large collar, cutTs and front panel
reaching to hip line only of squirrel.
This panel serves for a muff, the hands
being Inserted In ulster fashion.
Hemp chenille Is Imported from Japan. It Is utilized to form the
vlsored turhuus that ure going
strong and which will continue good
because of their comfortable lines.
Nutrlu and squirrel are the furs of
the season. Muskrat started out too
strong, and that Is why Its vogue lias
been brief. Taupe muskrat Is of beautiful coli r, but Its weight is against it.
poke-bonn-

new-littl-

Feather

suft-rlentl- y

three-quarte-

What Follow Sorrow.
The most puzzling question which
comes to Christian people at a time
of great sorrow Is, Why? There Is
little use In telling us that we ought
not to ask It. It Is true we may not
be able to find a full answer; yet
there is more answer than we find,
for most of us look for It in the
wrong place. We look hack to find
what precedes our experience to learn
the reason which God had In letting
us have it. The best reason for God's
greatest deeds, so far as we know
them, lie after the deeds themselves.
Most of ns will find the best answer
to our question by looking forward.
It ia not so much what has preceded
the sorrow as what shall follow it;
not what the sorrow follows, but what
shall follow the sorrow.

successful.
It Is not an easy skirt for the amateur, for the bungler or for the tallo
who is used to the hot iron, the
straight seam and the lurge needle.
Jersey cloth Is lavishly shown by
It has lurge
every house In Paris.
designs on it and sometimes it is beaded in circles and crescents.
The metal tissue witb which we have
become so fumillar, has been replaced

Hats.

Solid ostrich feather hats are very
These are made
good for afternoon.

very small, fitting the head closely.
They are very high, allowing the feathers to full in a large tassel effect nt
the top. All colors ure combined on
the hat.
with outline or tracery embroideries as
to resemble lace. Dark brown, taupe
and gray are favored colors, sometimes
overwrought with white or black embroideries. The veil shapes are almost
as varied as the colors and patterns.
Some are square, others circular and
there are those that are oblong. Indeed, a good deal of pains has been
taken to shape the veil so that It will
have an artistic relation to the hut
with which It will be ultimately worn.
White Suit Dresses Shown.
appear In white serge
with panelled jacket and box plaited
skirt and a collar of brushed wool iu
a blight and becoming rose. A sleeveless Jacket of the same brushed wool
in white gives a sports
character to shirtwaist frock of whit
crepe de chine.
A suit dress

cross-stitche- d

Interlining of Quilting.
To wear a silk coat does not mean
that one must go cold, for. following
the lead of the French designers, between-sea
win satin coats are made with
an Interlining of quilting. Albeit this
cotton batting, it is warm,
Is
,

tt

i

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Andrews, two
daughters and little son leave this

NEW MEXICO

week for Loiik Beach, California, to
spend the summer.

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

Krenz. of Denver. Colorado,
prominent Catholic priest arrived
Tuesday evening to conduct a
i r the I'.nnIMi speaking members of the congregation ill this city.
Iv'ev. I. co

General and Personal

Mis-si..-

from page four.)
Kansas,
Leavenworth,
0
sixty citizens contributed to a
War Saving Stamp Fund. This
subscribed
been
amount
having
within
the space of 20 minmen
as
the
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GOOD THINGS TO EAT
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Coffee Cake
Raisin Bread

Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Oranges
Apples

Vegetables
Celery

:
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.--

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Poinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT

PHONE

POWER RATE
200 K. W. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. W.

earted

Sweet Potatoes

WE HAVE THEM ALL
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Fruits
Bananas
Grapes
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